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C u t t i n g  t e c h n o l o g y 
aiming at "second skin" 
utilizing knowledge of 
anatomy
A.C.T. is MOBBY'S proprietary cutting 
technology that requires a suit to 
reproduce second skin. Based on the 
anatomy, the length, direction, and 
distribution of the skin's skeleton, muscles 
and skin that affect comfortable diving 
are analyzed and the best "Yutori" is 
placed in each part of the suit. We provide 
stress-free suits to all divers with cutting 
techniques that differ from conventional 
draping from the starting point of the 
idea.

Mobby's solution for the best fitting wetsuits has born
from the production result over 700,000 suits

[Anatomical Cutting Technology]
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□ Brushed stretch jersey fabric that is easy to move and warm.
［Surface］NLE is a high stretch material made of polyester.［Lining］NP (Air nap) is a 
brushed material woven from fast-drying polyester and braided soft, lightweight, warm 
nylon hollow fi ber. It has excellent elasticity and is easy to move. If you turn it over during 
a break and dry it, it will dry quickly, reducing the discomfort of getting wet and you can 
wear it comfortably even after the second one.［Adopted model］Base fabric of G.S.D.S.

NLE/NP Nessle / Air nap 5mm・Only  Black  is  available

□ Combination of skin × brushed fabric with drainage and warmth.
［Surface］MS (Mesh skin) is made of skin fabric with mesh processing. ［Lining］ NP 
(Air nap) is a brushed material woven from fast-drying polyester and braided soft, 
lightweight, warm nylon hollow fi ber. It has excellent elasticity and is easy to move. If 
you turn it over during a break and dry it, it will dry quickly, reducing the discomfort of 
getting wet and you can wear it comfortably even after the second one. 
［Adopted model］Base fabric of MAXIMUM, QUEEN MAXIMUM and G.S.D.S.

MS/NP Mesh skin / Air nap 5mm・Only Black is available

□ Combination of skin × brushed fabric with drainage and warmth.
［Surface］SS (Smooth Skin) is characterized by a smooth and glossy surface, and is 
popular with professional divers for its speed of drying and comfortableness to suppress 
the cold on land.［Lining］NP (Air Nap) is a brushed material woven from fast-drying 
polyester and braided soft, lightweight, warm nylon hollow fiber. It has excellent 
elasticity and is easy to move. If you turn it over during a break and dry it, it will dry 
quickly, reducing the discomfort of getting wet and you can wear it comfortably even 
after the second one. ［Adopted model］ Base fabric of OCEANS

* SS (smooth skin) is less resistant to scratching and tearing than jersey material, please paya special 
attention.

SS/NP     Smooth Skin / Air Nap 5mm・Only Black  is  available

□ Combination of warm stretch, high stretch jersey and brushed fabric.
［Surface］FX Span is a high stretch jersey that allows you to choose from a wide 
variety of 19 colors.［Lining］NP (Air nap) is a brushed material woven from fast-
drying polyester and braided soft, lightweight, warm nylon hollow fi ber. It has excellent 
elasticity and is easy to move. If you turn it over during a break and dry it, it will dry 
quickly, reducing the discomfort of getting wet and you can wear it comfortably even 
after the second one.

"Neoprene" is the main material of MOBBY'S wetsuits. It features excellent elasticity, durability and high heat retention and also the material itself expands and contracts, making it 
possible to create a comfortable fi tting suit that fi ts the body. In addition, all candidate materials are placed in a high-pressure chamber of our own laboratory to inspect durability, 
conduct physical properties tests such as elasticity and weather resistance and conduct fi eld tests on prototypes (in principle, 100 dives or more) . Considering the environment in 
which the wetsuit is used, we use the best materials for diving.

FX/NP FX Span / Air nap 5mm・19 Colors

■ Material(Surface/Lining)

■ Main material "Foamed  Neoprene Rubber" selected by MOBBY'S

□ Skin jersey fabric with good drainage and elasticity.
［Surface］ MS (Mesh skin) is made of skin fabric with mesh processing. ［Lining］FD 
(Finedex) is a 2-way stretch jersey that expands and contracts vertically and horizontally.
［Adopted model］Base fabric of MAXIMUM and QUEEN MAXIMUM

MS/FD Mesh skin / Findex 3.5mm・Only Black is available

□High-stretch jersey fabric with excellent mobility.
［Surface］FX Span is a high stretch jersey that allows you to choose from a wide variety 
of 19 colors. ［Lining］ SP (Sports pile) is an attractive pile material that combines excellent 
fl exibility and soft touch.

FX/SP FX Span / Sport pile　 5mm  3.5mm・19 Colors

□ A combination of skin× jersey with drainage and warmth and high performance.
［Surface］SS (Smooth skin) is characterized by a smooth and glossy surface, and is 
popular with professional divers for its speed of drying and comfortableness to suppress 
the cold on land.［Lining］FD (Finedex) is a 2-way stretch jersey that expands and 
contracts vertically and horizontally.［Adopted model］Base fabric of OCEANS

SS/FD    　　 Smooth Skin / Finedex 3.5mm・Only Black is available

■ Wetsuits fi tting
There are settings for fi tting.
Please choose according to your environment.

［Standard］Optimal fi tting as new.
［Loose］Fitting with a little "Yutori" in the new condition.

If not specifi ed, we will make it as standard.

・The shipping date is the day on which the above delivery date is counted in our business days from the date of order.
・ Orders up to 13:00 in Japan time are for the day and orders after 13:00 in Japan time are for the next day.
・ Our business days are weekdays except Saturdays, Sundays, Public holidays, summer and winter holidays.
・ The standard delivery date may be extended during the high season.
・ Depending on the contents of your order, such as special specifi cations, it may take about 2 extra business days.

■ Delivery time
□Wetsuits, Hoods and Hood vest

 6
□G.S.D.S.

 8
□FREEDOM NEXST

 10
□ACT APNEA

 14

business days

business days

 business days

 business days

■ Reday made size chart
You can check the ready-made 
size of the wetsuit from the QR 
code below.

1  Stitch 2 FX/NP
    FX/SP

TEXION PAD
BK（Base color:Black） LG（Base color:Grey）

Wetsuit color selection

3  G.S.D.S. , 
Mr.REDANG

5  OCEANS

6  SPARTAN

9  She's COCO

4  FREEDOM NEXST, 
QUEEN CRUISE

The actual color tone of the actual product may be diff erent from the catalog due to printing reasons.
Please make sure to check the fabric color sample.

BLK

SBL

RBL

IDMO RED

DGY

NVY

KGR

CMKH WHT

IBL

LGY

MRN

RDSR

ASH BLU

ASH RED

ASH BLK

（Base color:Black）

ASH HBK N
EW

N
EW

N
EW

N
EW

BLK

SLV

WHT

YEL

RED

ORG

PBL

IBL

NVY

PUR

FPK

CGR

PYL

PPK

DGR

WRD

OLV

TAN

EGR

BLK

SLV

WHT

YEL

RED

ORG

PBL

IBL

NVY

PUR

FPK

CGR

PYL

PPK

DGR

WRD

OLV

TAN

EGR

8  Mr.REDANG, She's COCO, QUEEN CRUISE

CZNV

CZRD

PXBO

PXDT

NEW

4D PAD

7  Mr.REDANG 10  Wet Mini Pocket

　　(Option)

GGRY

CCIK

PXAF

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS                    COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS

* SS (smooth skin) is less resistant to scratching and tearing than jersey material, please paya special 
attention.

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS                    COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS                    COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS
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WET SUIT
Features and Options

Sholder protector
Abrasion-resistant jerseys 
are used on the shoulders 
that rub against the BCD 
strap. 
［Standard］
MAXIMUM
QUEEN MAXIMUM
CABALLERO

Front short  zipper*
If you open the zipper before 
entry or when traveling by 
boat, you can reduce the 
feeling of squeezing. Use a 
spray-proof zipper with high 
waterproof performance.
［Standard］
QUEEN CRUISE, Models that 
are not standard adoption 
can also be selected as an 
option.

Wrist zipper*
Attaching to the wrists 
makes it easy to put on and 
take off . 
［Standard］QUEEN / She's 
series (QUEEN MAXIMUM 
is not applicable). Non-
standard models can be 
optionally selected.

Skin neck
The same material (smooth 
skin / stretch jersey) as the 
wrist seal of the drysuit is 
used for the neck parts. A 
smooth skin material that 
fits snugly against the skin 
prevents infi ltration from the 
neck.
［Standard］G.S.D.S.

Water cut processing

A water cut part is attached 
to the opening of the neck. 
Prevent water infiltration 
from the neck.
［Standard］
FREEDOM NEXST 

Neck ( Skin touch )
The skin contact surface is 
made of skin material to 
improve fi t and sealability.
*DISCOVERY LIGHT  is  a
standard neck.

Skin wrist
The same material (smooth 
skin / stretch jersey) as the 
wrist seal of the dry suit 
is used for the wrist parts. 
Smooth skin material that 
fits snugly against the skin 
prevents infi ltration from the 
wrist.
［Standard］
MAXIMUM
QUEEN MAXIMUM
G.S.D.S.

YKK Aqua seal
A waterproof zip made of plastic.
It is lighter and more flexible 
than a general waterproof zipper 
and can be opened and closed 
easily. 
［Standard］G.S.D.S.
Models that are not standard 
adoption can be optionally 
selected.

4D Pads
It is a knee pad that combines independent 
resin parts. Flexible movement is ensured 
while enhancing knee protection.
［Standard］
MAXIMUM, QUEEN MAXIMUM, G.S.D.S., 
CABALLERO, and models that are not 
standard adoption can be selected as 
options.

Ankle  zipper*
Attaching to the ankle 
makes it easy to put on and 
take off . 
［Standard］QUEEN / She's 
series (QUEEN MAXIMUM 
is not applicable). Non-
standard models can be 
optionally selected.

Ankle zip, front short zip, front long zip and wrist zip may 
change design depending on installation.

Refer to P02 Color List 10 
(11 colors) for selectable 
colors.

Computer  holder
Holder to prevent the dive 
computer from slipping or 
falling off. Available as an 
option.

Tape finish
By applying tape processing 
to the openings of the 
limbs, damage to the ends 
is prevented. However, 
processing will impair the 
elongation of the opening.
［Standard］Models that 
are not standard adoption of 
wrist and ankle zipper can be 
selected for free.

Extra velcro
To prevent the neck velcro 
from adhering to the 
lining of the wetsuit when 
wearing the suit or taking 
off only the upper body 
during a break. 
* Not used for DISCOVERY 
LIGHT.

Back zipper
(Spray-proof zipper)

A zipper with the function 
of suppressing inundation 
added to the standard zip. 
* DISCOVERY LIGHT use a 
standard zip.

TEXION  Pads
A silicone pad that protects 
the knee from chafing 
and does not hinder knee 
movement. * DISCOVERY 
LIGHT is PU pads.

Wet  Mini  Pocket

This mini pocket is perfect 
for storing hair elastics that 
are often lost when diving. 
Installation is optional. 
Applicable products are 
only She's COCO, QUEEN 
ROSARIO and QUEEN 
ALLURE. Please choose 
either right foot or left foot.

Front long zipper*
Recommended for those 
who are not good at back 
zip and those who are 
worried about getting stuck 
in the back hair. MOBBY'S 
“Quick Off Lead” makes 
it easy to take off your 
shoulders.
［Standard］ Models that 
are not standard adoption 
can be optionally selected. 
(change from back zip to 
front long zip is free)
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EN ［XDS-6800 / XDS-8800］

MAXIMUM / QUEEN MAXIMUM

Mobility and high functionality supported by professional divers
The ease of movement that is loved by professional divers and also recommended 
for beginners. Supporting its mobility is a mesh skin that combines both quick-
drying and elasticity used for the base fabric. In addition, it is equipped with high-
performance technologies such as "shoulder protect" and "4D pad" as standard.

StyleColor panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Sholder protector

Wrist zipper

Front short zipper

Ankle zipper

Neck (Skin touch)

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

4D Pads

Neck Extra velcro
（Full suits）

Skin wrist

C
2

D
2

FX
C [TAN]
D [SLV]

130[GD] 130[SV]

560 [SV]

560[GD]

Mark 130

SV GD

Mark 560

SV

GD

[SV]

※ Since it is a model with improved watertightness, 
we do not recommend attaching a wrist zipper, 
ankle zipper, front short zipper or tape fi nish around 
the wrist and ankle.

※ Due to the characteristics of the skin fabric, the location of the initial printing and original mark are limited. 
Please check the order sheet for details.

Material

MS/NP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John LIS Bolero 
Jacket

MS/FD(3.5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John LIS Bolero 
Jacket

Custom size available

［XDS-4000］
G.S.D.S. (Genuine Semi Dry Suit)

"Semi-dry" pursuing ease of use
The waterproof zip “AQUA SEAL” made of plastic is located on the front, allowing 
to take on and off  by yourself. In addition, the knee is equipped with a fl exible and 
durable "4D pad" as standard and providing excellent mobility. The neck, wrist, and 
ankle parts have a lining skin with a repell coating minimize water infi ltration, making 
it a perfect suit to be called "semi-dry".

NLE/NP
A [BLK]
B [GGRY]
Stitch [SLV]

StyleColor panel Please refer to following QR code or P02

131[WT]

130[SV]

Skin neck

Skin ankle

A
BLK

B
3

Material

NLE/NP(5mm) Semi dry Fullsuit

MS/NP(5mm) Semi dry Fullsuit

Custom size available

YKK Aqua seal
（Front zipper）

Stitch
NLE/NP 1

NLE/NP Mark131NLE/NPMark（Left thigh）

GRY

MS/NPMark130

SV GD

※ The selected material (NLE / NP or MS / NP) is applied to the A panel. Either material is selected, A panel is fi xed to BLK.
※ When MS / NP is selected, the initial mark cannot be attached to the A panel due to the characteristics of the skin fabric.

NLE/NP
A [BLK]
B [IDMO]
Stitch [IBL]

MS/NP
A [BLK]
B [CMKH]

BK WT

Mark（Back Neck）

W
ETSU

ITS  U
N

ISEX

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

4D Pads

Skin wrist

FX
C [PBL]
D [WHT]

Color Simulator

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits only）

Color Simulator
MAXIMUM

Color Simulator
QUEEN MAXIMUM

Change to back zipper
( Long John )



Style

Material

ASH/NP(5mm) Fullsuit

Custom size available
※Due to the characteristics of the product, please refrain from 
washing with warm water of 40 ° C or more and using a dryer.
※ ASH is a high stretch jersey with heather tone.

08 09

［XDS-4800］
FREEDOM NEXST

New! Our unique technology A.C.T. Innovative whole body stitchless wetsuit
Whole body stitchless wetsuits that has been completed by maximizing our original cutting technology “A.C.T.”. For a 
typical wetsuit require about 30 panels to assemble, but reduced to one-third or less, 9, and joined without using any 
thread. The small number of panels realized by the ACT not only brings out the original functions of the material, but also 
has no thread and needle holes, ensuring suffi  cient stretch and heat retention of the fabric and maximizing comfort when 
worn. To the limit. "NEXST", which stands for "No stitch Extra Seam Technology", also includes the meaning of "NEXT", 
which tells the dawn of a new wetsuit.

Anatomical Cutting
Technology "A.C.T."
"A.C.T." is MOBBY'S original 
technology that  appl ies 
knowledge of anatomy to 
cutt ing.  We analyze the 
structure and movement 
of  the human body that 
influences diving at the level 
of skeletal, muscular and skin 
characteristics and design the 
panels that make up the suit.

Super Stretch jersey for 
comfort in stitchless wetsuits
The ASH series of heather-
like high stretch jersey is used 
for the surface and the high 
stretch brushed jersey is used 
for the lining. By covering 
the joint with wave tape 
(patented) made of highly 
stretchable material,  the 
expansion and contraction of 
the fabric is not impaired and 
prevents entering seawater 
and cold air.

Diff erence in heat retention between stitched 
manufacturing method and non-stitched
manufacturing method

A
4

A [ASH HBK]
TAPE COLOR [ASH BLK]

TAPE COLOR
4
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N
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Mark（Back）

Mark（Chest・Thigh）

TEXION Pads
（BLK Only）

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

Wrist zipper

Ankle zipper

WT

WT

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits）

The test was performed by immersing the test piece 
in the water tank with the plate ice.
It can be seen that the non-stitched test specimen 
(right) has higher heat retention at the joint than 
the stitched one (left).

W
ETSU

ITS  U
N

ISEX

Color panel Please refer to following QR code or P02

Color Simulator

NEW

Stitched StitchedNon-
stitched

Non-
stitched

Start 15 minutes later



Material

SS/NP(5mm) Seagull Long John L/S Bolero 
Jacket

Beavertail 
hooded jacket

SS/FD(3.5mm) Seagull Long John L/S Bolero 
Jacket

Beavertail 
hooded jacket

Custom size available

10 11

［XDS-4900］
OCEANS

A two-piece model with rich functionality and uniqueness
A two-piece model that uses smooth skin for the base material. The 5mm thick 
layering style is recommended for people who want to enjoy diving over the 
season. The lining is lightweight and has excellent elasticity, making it easy to put 
on and take off  the suit. As for the shoulder panel, in addition to the usual single 
color, you can also select the botanical limited pattern "OCBT", and also the glass 
holder is available which you can put your sunglasses on.

OCEANS Original 

Style

B color cannot be selected for Long John.

Neck Extra velcro
（Seagull）

B
2 or 5

W
ET
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Features  Please refer to P04, 05

4D Pads

B [OCBT]

B [YEL]

Neck (Skin touch)
（Seagull）

Options  Please refer to P04, 05

Add Waist zipper
 (Only available for Beavertail 
hooded jacket)

※ It is recommended to attach to a Beavertail 
hooded jacket in consideration of easy donn and 
doff .

L/S Bolero + Back zipper Long John

Back zipper Long John Seagull

Beavertail hooded jacket + Seagull

W
ETSU

ITS  U
N

ISEX

※ The suit worn by the model is a specifi cation without the waist zipper option.

※ The Beavertail Hooded Jacket is priced with a front half zipper option for easy donn and doff .

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Color Simulator

Spray-proof zipper

NEW Mark 310（Chest）

YL SVNEW

Mark（Back Neck）
PK

OCBT
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Style

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/SBolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/SBolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/SBolero,
Jacket Long Pants

Custom size available

12 13

［XDS-6500］
SPARTAN

For men's divers seeking wetsuit fashionable
A new model that meets the demands of highly design-oriented men's divers who 
want to dress wetsuits in style. A bold print with a lightning motif. The print color can 
be selected from grey, red and yellow.

4D Pads

Tape fi nish

Computer holder

Mark（Thigh）

WHT

Neck Extra velcro

Mark（Chest）

WHT

A
2

B
2 or 6

SPARTAN Original

GYEL

GRED

W
ET

SU
IT

S 
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EN

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Neck (Skin touch)

Wrist zipper

Front short zipper

TEXION Pads

Front long zipper

FX
A [BLK]
B [GRED]

FX
A [BLK]
B [GGRY]

FX
A [BLK]
B [GYEL]

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits only）

Ankle zipper

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Color Simulator

Spray-proof zipper

NEW Mark 310（Chest）

YL SVNEW PK



YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits）

14 15

Style

A
2

B
2

L/S Jacket + Long john with left shoulder velcro.

L/S Jacket Design-B          + Long john with left shoulder velcroL/S Jacket Design-A + Long john with left shoulder velcro.

Long john with left shoulder velcro. 

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket Long Pants

Custom size available

[XDS-6600]
CABALLERO

A classic model for men who loves designs that never get tired
The reason why it has been loved as a classic model for men for many years is its 
timeless design. A wide variety of styles are available, including full suits, boleros, 
seagulls, and long johns. "4D pad" is used for the knee and wear-resistant material 
is used for the shoulder. This is the one you want to wear for a long time in various 
diving scenes.

Long john with left shoulder velcro. 

FX
A [TAN]
B [BLK]

FX
A [ORG]
B [IBL]

131[BK]

Mark（Thigh）

SLV

［XDS-0500］
Mr.REDANG

Newly designed jacket on classic two-piece model
In 2020, a new design was added to the jacket of the two-piece model “Mr. REDANG”. 
It is easy to put on and put off  the suit, as well as keeping warmth by layering, so you 
can enjoy diving with a wetsuit for a long period of the whole year.

FX
A [OLV]
B [RDSR]
C [PUR]
D [WRD]

Mr. REDANG Original 

Style

Neck (Skin touch)
（Seagull）

RDSR

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(5mm) Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(3.5mm) Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket Long Pants

Custom size available

Design-A

Design-B

A
2

A
2

C
2, 3, 7 or 8

C
2

D
2

B
2

B
2, 3, 7 or 8
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L/S Jacket + Long john with left shoulder velcro.

[ORG]
[IBL]

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Sholder protector

4D Pads

Neck (Skin touch)

Neck Extra velcro
（Full suits）

Wrist zipper

Wrist zipper

Front short zipper

TEXION Pads

Neck Extra velcro
（Seagull)

4D Pads Tape fi nish

Tape fi nish

Computer holder

Computer holder

Front long zipper

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

Long john with left shoulder velcro.

Full suits

131[BK]

131[WT]

Ankle zipper

Ankle zipper

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Color Simulator

Color Simulator

Color Simulator

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Spray-proof zipper
（Seagull）

NEW

FX
A [NVY]
B [CGR]
C [CMKH]

Mark（Back Neck）Mark 310（Chest）

YL SVNEW

Mark131 Mark131

BK BKWT WT

Back zipper Back zipper

PK



［XDS-0600］
SHE'S COCO

Two-piece that embodies the needs of women's divers
It is a two-piece exclusive model that pursues fashion and ease of use for women's 
divers. The "Bare Top Pants" style, which shows the line from the neck to the shoulders, 
is equipped with "Ankle Zip" as standard function making it easy to put on and put off . 
Reduces the troublesome of taking off  the jacket when going to a restroom. In 2020, 
we have a new design for the jacket.

FX
A [DGR]
B [YEL]
C [PXAF]
D [FPK]

A
2

A
2

C
2, 8 or 9

C
2, 8 or 9

D
2

B
2

B
2

Mark 170

BK VT

WT

Mark（Left thigh）

WT

Mark（Right thigh）

GRY

Mark（Right arm）

L/S Bolero Design-A
+Bare top pants

Mini Pocket

SHE'S COCO Original
※ Available on C panel only

CCIK PXAF

FX
A [DGR]
B [YEL]
C [PXAF]
D [FPK]
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Back zipper

Neck Extra velcro
（Seagull）

4D Pads

Neck (Skin touch)
（Seagull）

170[VT]

Wrist zipper

FX
A [PUR]
B [FPK]
C [CCIK]

170[VT]

Ankle zipper

W
ETSU

ITS  W
O

M
EN

Color Simulator Color Simulator

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Tape fi nish NEW

NEW

Design-BDesign-A

Mark（Back Neck）

Style

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Seagull Long John Bare top
pants

L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(5mm) Seagull Long John Bare top
pants

L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(3.5mm) Seagull Long John Bare top
pants

L/S Bolero,
Jacket Long Pants

Custom size available

16 17

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Computer holder

Wet Mini Pocket

L/S Bolero Design-B
+Bare top pants

Bare top pants
※With a bandeau bikini, you can wear the shoulder area clearly

※ Please refer to P05 for the 
detail.

TEXION Pads

FX
A [DGR]
C [PXAF]

Spray-proof zipper
（Seagull）



［XDS-8900］
QUEEN CRUISE

For women of all ages to look elegant
It is a model that matches women of all ages, with a choice of calm "ASH color" and 
classic border patterns. The "Front Short Zipper" is a standard feature that allows you 
to relax when you open during a break or while traveling, and the "Wrist and Ankle 
zipper" reduces the hassle of putting on and taking off .

FX
A [ASH BLU]
B [CZRD]
C [ASH BLU]
Stitch [RED]

Style

192[WT]

A
2 or 4

C
2 or 4

B
2, 4 or 8

Stitch
1

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Fullsuit

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit

Custom size available

Style

A
2

B
2

C
2

D
2

※ There is no Swarovski mark when selecting L/S Bolero, Jacket or Long pants style.

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket Long Pants

Custom size available

[XDS-8600]
QUEEN ROSARIO

For women pursuing sports elegance
The concept is sports elegant. Swarovski with a chest mark shines. MOBBBY'S original 
design of the shoulders to the abdomen makes the legs longer and the waist look 
slimmer. "Wrist and Ankle zipper" is standard equipment to reduce the hassle of 
attaching and detaching.

FX
A [NVY]
B [EGR]
C [SLV]
D [CGR]

Mark（Left thigh）

WT

Mark（Chest）

WT・Swarovski

Mark（Right sholder）

GRY

※ When L/S bolero, jacket 
or front short zip option is 
selected, the following mark 
is attached.

Mark 131（Left chest）

WT
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W
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Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Color Simulator Color Simulator

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Mark 192

BLUBLK

Mark（Left thgh）

WHT

WT NEW

Mark（Right sholder）

GRY

18 19

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Neck Extra velcro
（Full suits）

Front short zipper

Front long zipper

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

L/S Bolero + Seagull

※ When selecting a front short zipper or change 
to a front long zipper, "Mark131" is attached to the 
left chest.

Neck (Skin touch)

TEXION Pads

4D Pads

Computer holder

Tape fi nish

Wrist zipper

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits）

Ankle zipper

Spray-proof zipper
（Front short zipper）

Neck Extra velcro

4D Pads

Computer holder

Front long zipper

Tape fi nish

Wrist zipper

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits）

Ankle zipper

TEXION Pads

Wet Mini Pocket Wet Mini Pocket

Back zipper



［XDS-8400］
QUEEN ESTEE

A “whole body look slim” wetsuit that stands out between the two colors
The whole body looks slim! "I want to dive! I want to see fi sh! but I'm worried about 
my body shape to wear wetsuit ..." The combination of the two colors that stand out 
the contrast makes the women'se diver look slender in style.

FX
A [FPK]
B [BLK]

Mark 281
（Chest・Left thigh）

Style

A
2

B
2

YEL

WHT

BLU

BLK

YGR

RED

PNK

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Fullsuit

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit

Custom size available

281[WHT]

※ If you choose front long zipper or front short 
zipper, the standard chest mark will be removed 
and the piss label will be replaced

［XDS-8500］
QUEEN ALLURE

Long front zip eliminates the troublesome of putting on and putting off 
Standard model of "Front Long Zipper" which releases women's divers from 
the trouble of "I'm not good at opening and closing the back zip" and "The hair 
entanglement when wearing it". In 2020, you can choose from three types of lining 
patterns that can be seen only when you open the zipper, including the conventional 
leopard pattern and zebra pattern, and the botanical pattern (ALBT) that elegantly 
creates a wetsuit. "Wrist and ankle zip" is standard function to reduce the troublesome 
of putting on and putting off .

FX
A [CGR]
B [WHT]
Stitch [TAN]
Lining[ALBT]

QUEEN ALLURE Original Color（ウラアテ）

Style

280[RD]

ALBT ALLP ALZB

A
2

B
2

Neck Extra velcro
（Back zipper）

RD

280[RD]

Stitch
1

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Fullsuit

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit

Custom size available

※ Front long zipper will be changed to back 
zipper.
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Neck (Skin touch)

Front short zipper

TEXION Pads

4D Pads

Computer holder

Tape fi nish

Spray-proof zipper
（Front zipper）

Wrist zipper

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits）

Ankle zipper

281[WHT]

Color panel Please refer to following QR code or P02

Color SimulatorColor Simulator

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

Wet Mini Pocket

NEW

Mark（Back Neck）

Mark（Right arm）

GRY

Mark M192

BLUBLK

Mark 280

WT

Mark（Right arm）

GRY

Back zipper

QUEEN ALLURE Original Color (Lining)

20 21

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

※ If you choose front long zipper or front 
short zipper, the standard chest mark will be 
removed and the piss label will be replaced 
(see the image on the right)

Neck (Skin touch)

Front short zipper

TEXION Pads

Neck Extra velcro

4D Pads

Computer holder

Front long zipper

Tape fi nish

Wrist zipper

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits)

Ankle zipper

Options Please refer to P04, 05



Style

Leg long coil zipper

Arm long coil zipper

A
2

B
2

C
2

Stitch
1

Mr.GENTY SHE'S GENTY

A
2

B
2

C
2

Standard wetsuit

GENTY

The leg zipper has a long specification 
that exceeds 70cm*, which is about 
four times the standard size. 4D 
Pads mounting can be selected by 
improving the panel layout.
※ Zipper length is depending on body type.

Material

FX/NP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket Long Pants

Custom size available

The zipper on the back is 10cm 
~ 15cm longer* than a standard 
wetsuit.
※ Zipper length is depending on body 

type.

The zipper on the arm extends 
about twice as long as a standard 
wetsuit.
※ Zipper length is depending on body 

type.

［XDS-6700 / XDS-8700]
Mr.GENTY / SHE'S GENTY

Long zipper on legs and arms for easy removal
MOBBY'S off ers a long zipper wetsuit that is easy to put on and take off . A "straight 
long zipper" is placed on the legs up to the top of the thigh, and a "spiral long zip" 
is placed on the arms considering operability. Both long zippers are a coil type that 
raises and lowers smoothly, and the lining of the zipper minimizes water exposure. A 
wide variety of styles are available, including Fullsuit, Bolero, Seagull, and Long john.

FX
A [DGR]
B [PYL]
C [CGR]

131[WT]

Mark 570

BK

WT

FX
A [NVY]
B [SLV]
C [WRD]
Stitch [WHT]

131[BK]

Mr.GENTY SHE'S GENTY

570[WT] 570[BK]
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Neck (Skin touch)

Neck Extra velcro
（Full suits）

Front short zipper

TEXION Pads

4D Pads

Front long zipper

Tape fi nish

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits）

Color Simulator

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

※ Zipper will be shorter

Back zipper

W
ETSU

ITS  M
EN

 / W
O

M
EN

22 23

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Spray-proof zipper
（Back zipper）

Mark131

BK WT
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Size

Men(cm)

S M ML L XL XXL

Height 160.0 160.0 165.0 170.0 175.0 175.0

Chest 84.5 88.5 90.5 92.5 94.5 100.5

Waist 75.0 78.0 80.0 82.0 84.0 98.0

Hips 89.0 91.0 93.0 94.0 97.0 102.0

[DW-0690] BLACK PEARL NEXST WOMEN’S JACKET
[DW-0600] BLACK PEARL NEXST WOMEN’S LONG PANTS
[DW-0590] BLACK PEARL NEXST MEN’S JACKET
[DW-0500] BLACK PEARL NEXST MEN’S LONG PANTS

BLACK PEARL NEXST

2 piece style ideal for tropical area with 2mm thickness but keep warmth
Suitable for scuba diving and snorkeling in the tropical area.
2 piece style is easy to put on and put off  and it keeps moderate warmth while the 
thickness is extremely thin.
The secret is stitchless technology, no thread and needle holes ensuring suffi  cient 
stretch and heat retention of the material and maximizing comfort.

Women(cm)

S M ML L XL XXL

Height 150.0 155.0 160.0 165.0 170.0 170.0

Chest 83.0 85.0 86.0 88.0 90.0 97.0

Waist 63.0 65.0 68.0 70.0 71.0 86.0

Hips 90.0 91.0 93.0 95.0 96.0 101.0

［XDS-4100］
DISCOVERY LIGHT

Mobility-friendly wetsuit that is easy to carry around overseas resorts
The combination of "Surfavce FX Span / Lining Sports Pile" off ers both easy removal 
and easy movement. In addition, it is lightweight and easy to carry. Two-piece 
style selection is also possible, so depending on the combination, it can be used 
comfortably at domestic and overseas resorts.

FX
A [IBL]
B [WHT]
Stitch [WHT]

Mark 110

Style

PU Pads

Standard zipper
（Back zipper）

BK RD

BL

Mark 550

A
2

B
2

Stitch
1

SV

BK

RD

BL

GR

PK

550[BK]

550[PK]

FX
A [CGR]
B [PPK]
Stitch [PPK]

Material

FX/SP(5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket

FX/SP(3.5mm) Fullsuit Seagull Long John L/S Bolero,
Jacket Long Pants

Custom size available

Front short zipper

Computer holder

Front long zipper

YKK Aqua seal
（Full suits）

Color Simulator

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P02

NEW

NEW

Mark（Back Neck）

Back zipper

Features  Please refer to P04, 05

Options Please refer to P04, 05

Wrist zipper

Tape fi nish

Ankle zipper

24 25
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Sealing rubber
Adhering an elongated rubber piece inside 
the opening prevents water from entering.

Water Cutter
 A slight slope inclined edge reduces water 
resistance and minimizes fl ooding.

Style

Competition and advanced models 
are standardly machined to minimize 
water ingress. The processing location 
(Face, Wrist, Ankle) can be selected as 
you like.

Advanced model

※ Ready made size is not avilable,
※ We do not recommend using it in scuba diving as it has a tight fi tting for free 
diving competition.

Material

RT/CS SCS(2mm) Fullsuit Beaver tail 
Hood jacket

Standard 
Pants

SS/SN(3mm) Fullsuit Beaver tail 
Hood jacket

Standard 
Pants

SN/CS(3mm) Fullsuit Beaver tail 
Hood jacket

Standard 
Pants

[XAP-1000]
ACT APNEA

Freediving suit to choose from 3 models
MOBBY'S freediving wetsuits are available in three lineups. For professional freedivers, 
there are competition-specific "competition models," "advanced models" that are 
suitable for both competitions and training, and "standard models" for training. 
Choose from 3 models according to your purpose and application.

Mark （Chest） Mark（Left back） Mark（Calf）

Competition modelFeatures

Advanced model (SS/SN)
The jersey lining enhances the durability of the 
joint, despite being a flexible stretch material. 
The versatile freediving-only model applied to 
both competition and practice is recommended 
for beginners because it is easy to handle.

Standard model (SN/CS)
Because the surface fabric uses a "stretch jersey" 
that is resistant to rubbing, it is ideal for training 
with weights. The "Sell skin" lining is a training 
model that adheres to the skin and exhibits a 
high thermal eff ect.

Competition model (RT/CS SCS)
The finest model for elites aiming for world 
records. MOBBY'S technology A.C.T. and 
YAMAMOTO #45 ・SCS, a super-stretchable and 
lightweight material, are fused to achieve the 
second skin. Silver SCS high lubricity treatment 
on both sides of the surface smooth skin and 
the lining cell skin reduces water resistance and 
facilitates attachment and detachment.

Front

Front

Back

Back

26 27



□Double-sided jersey with 20 colors to choose from
［Surface］FX Span is a high stretch jersey that allows you to choose from a wide variety 
of 19 colors.［Lining］FD (Finedex) is a 2-way stretch jersey that expands and contracts 
vertically and horizontally. ［Adopted model］DISCOVERY DRY

FX/FD FX Span / Finedex 4.5mm・19 Colors

□High-density radial fabric with crocodile pattern for improved durability
［Surface］GRD (Grip radial) is a rubber coated material that is pressed and compressed 
by embossing to increase rubber density. In addition to enhancing durability through 
this special processing, it also keeps the heat retention and buoyancy change due to the 
depth of inundation small.［Lining］FD (Finedex) is a 2-way stretch jersey that expands 
and contracts vertically and horizontally.［Adopted model］Base of CROCO DRY.

GRD/FD Grip radial / Finedex 2mm・Only Black is available

□Warm, durable radial x brushed fabric
［Surface］USRD (Ultra soft radial) is a material in which a skin fabric and a high stretch 
jersey are attached together and further radially coated. Water repellency reduces 
evaporation heat loss, prevents wind chill, is durable and has enhanced elasticity.［Lining］
NP (Air nap) is a brushed material woven from fast-drying polyester and braided soft, 
lightweight, warm nylon hollow fiber. It has excellent elasticity and is easy to move.
［Adopted model］Base of SHIELD MAX DRY.

USRD/NP Urtra soft radial / Air nap 4.5mm・Only Black is available

□ Combination of warm stretch, high stretch jersey and brushed fabric
［Surface］FX Span is a high stretch jersey that allows you to choose from a wide 
variety of 19 colors. ［Lining］NP (Air nap) is a brushed material woven from fast-drying 
polyester and braided soft, lightweight, warm nylon hollow fiber. It has excellent 
elasticity and is easy to move.

FX/NP FX Span / Air nap  4.5mm・19 Colors

■ Material(Surface/Lining)

1  Stitch 2 FX/NP, FX/SP,
    FX/FD

3  LY/FD

Drysuit color selection

□High-stretch jersey fabric with excellent mobility
［Surface］FX Span is a high stretch jersey that allows you to choose from a wide variety 
of 19 colors.［Lining］SP (Sports pile) is an attractive pile material that combines 
excellent fl exibility and soft touch.

FX/SP Span / Sport pile  4.5mm・19 Colors

□Double-sided jersey fabric featuring high-grade gloss and color
［Surface］LY (Lycra) is a jersey fabric that is shiny and has good coloring. The water 
repellency treatment gives it good water clarity and also has heat retention.［Lining］
FD (Finedex) is a 2-way stretch jersey that expands and contracts vertically and 
horizontally.

LY/FD Lycra / Finedex 4.5mm・18 Colors

■ Neoprene drysuit fi tting
There are settings for fitting. Please choose according to your environment. If not 
specifi ed, we will make it as standard.

□ Body fi tting
［Standard］This is the best fi tting when you wear "Comfort Aero" in a new condition or 
an inner with the same fabric thickness.
［Loose］This is the best fi tting when you wear a thin inner + "Comfort Prime" (or inner 
with the same fabric thickness).

□ Neck fi tting
［Standard］Fitting that minimizes the feeling of tightening as far as possible without 
fl ooding.
［Loose］Fit for wearing a neck belt. The feeling of squeezing on land can be reduced 
from "Standard".

□ Neck height
・Standard or higher (+ 2cm) can be selected.

□Dry boots
・ The boot size is 22 to 32cm (1cm increments).
・ The size of boots should be about + 0.5cm to 1cm.
・ Inner sole is attached (Please refer to item of inner sole below).

□ Soft boots
・ Boots size is 23 ~ 28cm (1cm increments).

□ Inner sole　※ Except when soft boots are selected
・Usually "thin", if you choose boots + 1cm or more, "thick" is included.

The actual color tone of the actual product may be diff erent from the catalog due to printing reasons.
Please make sure to check the fabric color sample.

4 SHIELDMAX DRY, SEA ROSA DRY, 
   SHE'S VISTA DRY, QUEEN CRUISE DRY

7 SEA ROSA DRY

8 SHE'S VISTA 

9 QUEEN CRUISE DRY

ASH BLU

ASH RED

ASH BLK

・The shipping date is the day on which the above delivery date is counted in our business days from the date of 
order.

・ Orders up to 13:00 in Japan time are for the day and orders after 13:00 in Japan time are for the next day.
・ Our business days are weekdays except Saturdays, Sundays, Public holidays, summer and winter holidays.
・ The standard delivery date may be extended during the high season.
・ Depending on the contents of your order, such as special specifi cations, it may take about 2 extra business 
days.

■ Delivery time
□Fabric drysuits

6

□Hood

6

□CROCO DRY, N.S.T. Dry

8
□DISCOVERY DRY, NEO DRY EM

14
□Neoprene drysuits

11

□ Classic double-sided standard jersey fabric
［Surface］［Lining］FD (Finedex) is a 2-way stretch jersey that expands and contracts 
vertically and horizontally.［Adopted model］N.S.T.DRY, NEO DRY EM

FD/FD Finedex / Fine dex 4.5mm・8 Colors

BLK

SLV

WHT

YEL

RED

ORG

PBL

IBL

NVY

PUR

FPK

CGR

PYL

PPK

DGR

WRD

OLV

TAN

EGR

NYG

NGN

MNT

GRN

ORG

CRS

BLK

DGR

PBL

NVY

PUR

BBL

AQM

WHT

BGE

CGR

DBR

RED

ORG

PBL

NVY

WHT

SLV

CGR

BLK

6 N.S.T.DRY, 
    NEO DRY EM

BLK

SLV

WHT

YEL

RED

ORG

PBL

IBL

NVY

PUR

FPK

CGR

PYL

PPK

DGR

WRD

OLV

TAN

EGR

5 SHIELDMAX DRY

SMBK

SMWT

DOWH

"Neoprene sponge rubber" is the main material of MOBBY'S wetsuits. It features excellent elasticity, durability and high heat retention and also the material itself expands and 
contracts, making it possible to create a comfortable fi tting suit that fi ts the body. In addition, all candidate materials are placed in a high-pressure chamber of our own laboratory to 
inspect durability, conduct physical properties tests such as elasticity and weather resistance and conduct fi eld tests on prototypes (in principle, 100 dives or more) . Considering the 
environment in which the wetsuit is used, we use the best materials for diving.

■Main material "neoprene sponge rubber" selected by MOBBY'S

SPK

ASH HBK N
EW

N
EW

10 ALTO DRY

11 NEO DRY EM

EMSQ

MDSE

D
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■ Drysuit accessories
・All drysuits come with a non-woven bag, 
medium pressure hose, suspenders and zip wax. 
Please use the non-woven bag when you take it 
home from the place of purchase.
・In addition to the above, the dry suit comes with 
a simple repair kit (excluding Discovery Dry and 
Neo Dry EM).

■ Reday made size chart
You can check the ready-made 
size of the wetsuit from the QR 
code below.

business days business days

business days business days

business days

CZNV CZRD

PXBO PXDT

SMSV

DOBK

MDST

MDDT

GGRY

IDMO

PXMF

CMPK

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS                    COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS                    COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS                    COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS

                   COST                            HEAT RETENTION                       DURABILITY                           ELASTICITY                              LIGHTNESS
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DRY SUIT
Features and Options

Sholder protector
Abrasion-resistant jerseys 
are used on the shoulders 
that rub against the BCD 
strap.
［Standard］
SHIELD MAX DRY, 
AQUANAUT DRY

Neoprene
neck seal
Neck seal made of neoprene 
rubber. Folds inward to 
prevent fl ooding from neck. 
The joints of the parts are 
located in one place on 
the front to maximize the 
elasticity of the material.
［Standard］
All dry suit models

DUI Neck 
Zip Seal GI 
(Silicone)
DUI silicone neck zip seal 
system that can be easily 
replaced without tools. Options 
are available for SHIELD MAX 
DRY and QUEEN CRUISE DRY

YKK Pro seal
It is a metal waterproof zipper.
The combination of highly 
durable rubber tape and
metal elements enhances 
waterproofness.
*For T4 MOVER DRY SLASH 
DRY II and N.S.T. DRY use 
Aqua Seal made by YKK, 
DISCOVERY DRY,and NEO
DRY EM use DYNAT 
waterproof zipper as standard.

Neoprene wrist seal 
water cut processing
The inner skin material adheres 
to the skin and prevents water 
from wrists. 
［Standard］
All models of Neoprene drysuit. 
CROCO-DRY and SHIELD MAX 
DRY have a water cut process at 
the end of the seal that makes it 
harder for water to enter.

Soft boots
Rubber-reinforced, wear-
resistant jersey boots are 
soft, light and easy to carry. 
It has the advantage that it 
can be completely turned 
upside down and full foot 
fi ns can be worn.
※ Options can be selected 
(excluding discovery dry 
and NEO DRY EM).

Foot valve
Exhaust valves for both feet 
to facilitate horizontal dive 
and head-first dive. With 
a lock function, you can 
turn off the exhaust when 
you want to keep the air. 
Options can be selected.

Radial boots
Highly durable boots based on 
radially processed neoprene 
rubber. Because it is connected 
to the main unit, it prevents 
inundation from the ankles and 
cooling of the feet. The deck sole is 
non-slip, and the heel kickstand is 
convenient when taking off your 
boots.
［Standard］
All dry suit models

4D Pads
It is a knee pad that combines 
independent resin parts. Flexible 
movement is ensured while 
enhancing knee protection.
［Standard］
SHIELD MAX DRY. Non-standard 
models can be selected as 
options. Excluding DISCOVER 
DRY and NEO DRY EM

TEXION Pads
A silicone pad that protects the 
knee from chafing and does 
not hinder knee movement. * 
Discovery Light is PU pads. 
［Standard］
N.S.T. DRY, T4 MOVER
DRY, SLASH DRY ll,
AQUANAUT DRY, SEA
ROSA DRY, SHE'S VISTA,
QUEEN CRUISE DRY, 
ALTO DRY.

YKK Aqua seal
A waterproof zip made of plastic. It 
is lighter and more fl exible than a 
general waterproof zipper and can 
be opened and closed easily.
［Standard］
T4 Mover dry, Slash dry ll, N.S.T. 
dry. For non-standard models, 
options are available.

Palm fi t inlet valve
The air supply button can be 
operated easily and reliably 
even when wearing thick 
gloves. Because it rotates 
360 degrees, it does not limit 
the mounting position of 
the medium-pressure hose. 
Even if the hose comes off in 
the water, it is designed not 
to be flooded in the suit.
［Standard］
All dry suit models

Palm fi t exhaust valve
The exhaust button can be
operated easily and reliably
even when wearing thick 
gloves. 
Automatic / manual exhaust 
pressure adjustment can be 
switched by lever operation. The 
thickness is about 2cm, which 
is thin. It is easy to clean the 
inside because the cover can be 
attached and detached without 
using tools.
［Standard］
All drysuit models

Wrist valve
Exhaust only raises arm. It 
is a useful item that can be 
used in environments where 
the posture is restricted, 
such as a wreck or a cave, or 
in a quick situation. With the 
lock function, the exhaust 
can be turned off . 
［Standard］
CROCO-DRY, SHIELD MAX 
DRY. 
For non-standard models, 
options are available.

Change to wrist 
exhaust valve on
the wrist
Move the shoulder exhaust valve to 
the wrist to allow for easier operation 
of exhaust. Because it is easier to see 
and the exhaust volume is larger than 
at the shoulder, it can respond quickly 
and reliably to immediate exhaust. 
Another advantage is that the 
shoulder opening is clear and the BCD 
can be easily attached and detached. 
Options can be selected. 
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SI-TECH 
ORUST neck
system (silicon)
※Please refer to P.34 for details

Replaceable neck seal system with 
excellent cost performance from SI-
TECH. N.S.T. DRY option is available

SI-TECH 
SLÄGGÖ Flex Ring 
(Silicone)
※Please refer to P.34 for details

Replaceable wrist seal system with 
excellent cost performance from 
SI-TECH. Options are available for 
CROCO DRY and N.S.T.DRY

NEW

NEW
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SHELL DRY SUIT
Features and Options

Latex neck seal
Latex neck seals are extremely thin and highly elastic, 
so they are less squeezing when worn and easy 
to put on and take off. Highly water-tight seal that 
adheres to irregularities on the wrist.
［Standard］TECH SHELL AQUA, T4 SHELL AERO.

Neoprene neck cover
Neoprene cover with mesh drain holes to prevent 
puddles protects the neck seal and increases heat 
retention. 
［Standard］All models of shell dry suit.

DUI neck Zip Seal Gl (Latex)
※ Please refer to P.34.

DUI latex neck zip seal system that can be easily 
replaced without tools. 
［Standard］T4 SHELL HD

DUI neck Zip Seal GI (Silicone)
※Please refer to P.34.

DUI silicone neck zip seal system that can be easily 
replaced without tools.The seal of T4 SHELL HD can 
be changed. T4 SHELL AERO and TECH SHELL AQUA 
are available as options. 

SI-TECH 
ORUST neck system (silicon)
※Please refer to P.34.

Replaceable neck seal system with excellent cost 
performance from SI-TECH. T4 SHELL AERO, TECH 
SHELL AQUA can be selected as option.

Latex  wrist  seal
Latex wrist seals are extremely thin and highly elastic, 
so they are less squeezing when worn and easy 
to put on and take off . Highly water-tight seal that 
adheres to irregularities on the wrist. 
［Standard］
 TECH SHELL AQUA, T4 SHELL AERO.

Neoprene wrist seal
The inner skin material adheres to the skin and 
prevents water from wrists. Options can be selected. 
* The water cut processing on the photo will not be 
applied.

DUI wrist Zip Seal (Latex)
※Please refer to P.34.

DUI latex wrist zip seal system that can be easily 
replaced without tools. 
［Standard］
T4 SHELL HD. 

DUI wrist Zip Seal GI (Silicone)
※Please refer to P.34.

DUI silicone wrist zip seal system that can be easily 
replaced without tools.The seal of T4 SHELL HD can 
be changed. T4 SHELL AERO and TECH SHELL AQUA 
are available as options. 

SI-TECH 
SLÄGGÖ Flex Ring (Silicone)
※Please refer to P.34.

Replaceable wrist seal system with excellent cost 
performance from SI-TECH. T4 SHELL AERO, TECH 
SHELL AQUA are available as options.

Please note: DUI wrist zip seals and SI-TECH SLÄGGÖ fl ex rings are not compatible.

Please note: DUI wrist zip seals and SI-TECH Orust neck system are not compatible.

Radial boots
Highly durable boots based on radially processed 
neoprene rubber. Because it is connected to the 
main unit, it prevents inundation from the ankles and 
cooling of the feet. The deck sole is non-slip, and the 
heel kickstand is convenient when taking off your 
boots.
［Standard］All dry suit models

Neoprene socks
Wear-resistant jersey socks are soft, light and easy to 
carry. It has the advantage that it can be completely 
turned upside down and full foot fi ns can be worn. 
Options can be selected.

Foot valve
Exhaust valves for both feet to facilitate horizontal 
dive and head-fi rst dive. The lock function allows you 
to turn off  the exhaust when you want to keep the 
as. Options can be selected.

Wrist valve
Exhaust only raises arm. It is a useful item that can be 
used in environments where the posture is restricted, 
such as a wreck or a cave, or in a quick situation. With 
the lock function, the exhaust can be turned off . Can 
be selected as option.

Neoprene neck seal
Neck seal made of neoprene rubber. Folds inward to 
prevent flooding from neck. The joints of the parts 
are located in one place on the front to maximize the 
elasticity of the material. 
［Standard］
T4 SHELL HD (Neoprene seal custom specifi cation). Options 
are available for T4 SHELL AERO and TECH SHELL AQUA

YKK Aqua seal
A waterproof zip made of plastic. It is lighter and 
more fl exible than a general waterproof zipper and 
can be opened and closed easily.
［Standard］All  models  of  fabric  dry suits.

【Moisture-permeable waterproof material】T4 SHELL AERO

This is a lightweight material that does not allow water from the outside to pass through 
and also does not allow steam and air inside to permeate. [Outer layer] Highly wear-
resistant CORDURA330D / [Middle layer] High-hydrolysis-resistant polycarbonate-based 
moisture-permeable waterproof laminate / [Inner] tricot fabric, made up of fi ve layers. The 
inner tricot fabric maintains a dry texture and maintains the comfort of the suit.

【CORDURA330D/PVC】T4 SHELL HD, TECH SHELL AQUA

"CORDURA" is a special fiber that is resistant to 
tearing and abrasion and has seven times the 
durability of nylon. MOBBY'S uses CORDURA330D, 
which has a good balance between durability 
and weight, as a material exclusively for fabric 
drysuits. Backside Double PVC coating, which 
has a reputation for excellent waterproofness, 
prevents water from entering the fabric. The body 
temperature is radiated by silver metallic processing 
to increase the heat retention eff ect.

【Seam part liquid seal processing】T4 SHELL AERO

The inner seam is sealed with a flexible urethane-based repair material instead of 
conventional waterproof tape to ensure a highly reliable waterproof function. Liquid seal 
processing is a standard method used in  the US where fabric drysuits are the mainstream. 
Reliable for stable performance.

CORDURA330D

Polycarbonate urethane layer

Adhesion strengthening layer

Ether urethane layer

NY tricot fabric

■ Fabric drysuit material description
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T4 SHELL AERO wearing instoruction

Radial boots

Palm fi t exhaust valve

YKK Aqua seal

Material

CORDURA300D / Moisture permeable waterproof material

You can see
a movie of how
to put on and 
put off  from 
the QR code
on the left.

　　　　　www.divedui.com/
Drysuit manufacturer founded in 1963. The high-quality 
products produced at their own factory in San Diego, California, 
have gained overwhelming support from military and 
professional divers in the United States and other countries.

　　　　　　　　　www.sitech.se/
A Swedish manufacturer that develops and manufactures diving 
equipment and special military equipment. Proven dry suit 
materials provide a comfortable diving environment for divers 
around the world.

Directly attached Latex seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Size

XS, S, M, ML, MLB, L, LB, 
XL, XXL
※ Please check the size chart from P64 or QR 
code at the bottom of this page
※ This product is available in custom size 
order. 3 to 5 weeks for delivery

Wrist valve

Foot valve

DUI wrist Zip Seal GI
(Silicone)

Neoprene socks

SI-TECH ORUST 
Neck system (silicon)

SI-TECH SLÄGGÖ Flex Ring 
(Silicone)

Neoprene neck seal

Neoprene wrist seal

Melco dot sheet is applied to both 
knees and hips which are easy to 
rub

Neoprene cover  with mesh 
drain holes protects neck and 
enhances heat retention
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［KDD-2600（SHELL）］
T4 SHELL AEROSHELL DRY OPTION 

“SEAL SYSTEM”

Changeable【Option】

Changeable【Option】

【Recommended selection model】

NECK STANDARD

WRIST STANDARD

NECK OPTION ①

WRIST OPTION ①

NECK OPTION ③

WRIST OPTION ③

NECK OPTION ②

WRIST OPTION ②

NECK STANDARD

WRIST STANDARD

T4 SHELL AERO/TECH SHELL AQUA【FEATURES】

T4 SHELL AERO/TECH SHELL AQUA【FEATURES】

The cheapest

The cheapest

Material has thermal insulation

Material has thermal insulation
Seals can be installed 
and replaced without any 

tools

Seals can be installed 
and replaced without any 

tools

Better fi t and more 
durable
than latex

Better fi t and more 
durable
than latex

Can be stored with seal removed. Prevent 
degradation

The material is durable

The material is durable Can be stored with 
seal removed. Prevent 

degradation

Can be stored with 
seal removed. Prevent 

degradation

Easy to replace seals 
compared to SI-TECH

Easy to replace seals 
compared to SI-TECH

Better fi t and more durable than latex

Seals can be installed and replaced 
without any tools

Seals can be installed and replaced 
without any tools

Can be stored with seal removed. 
Prevent degradation

Can be stored with seal removed. 
Prevent degradation

Easy to replace seals compared to
SI-TECH

Easy to replace seals compared to
SI-TECH

Cheaper than DUI Neck zip seal

Directly attached Latex seal

Directly attached Latex seal

Directly attached
Neoprene seal

Directly attached 
Neoprene seal

DUI Neck zip seal Gl
(Silicon)

DUI Wrist zip seal 
(Silicon)

SI-TECH ORUST 
neck system
(Silicon)

SI-TECH SLÄGGÖ 
Flex Ring
(Silicon)

DUI Neck zip seal Gl
(Latex seal)

DUI Wrist zip seal 
(Latex)

T4 SHELL HD【FEATURES】

T4 SHELL HD【FEATURES】

Comfort, strength, and weight reduction are well-balanced
MOBBY'S adopts a laminated material of moisture-permeable waterproof membrane jointly developed 
with a material manufacturer in Japan and a highly wear-resistant fi ber "CODURA330D" to reduce the 
dew condensation in the suit, achieve comfort and durability, and reduce weight. The fl exible plastic 
waterproof zip “YKK Aquaseal” is laid out in the 4th thoracic vertebra (T4) position, which is hardly 
subjected to diving stress, so that the freedom of the upper body can be significantly increased. In 
addition, the knees and hips, which are easy to rub, are reinforced with Melco dot sheets, and large side 
pockets (three-chamber structure and D-ring) are standard equipment to support hard diving scenes.

Select the material, structure, and function for the neck and wrist seals.
In 2020, MOBBY'S introduced a new option for the three fabric drysuits, the Seal 
System, which allows the selection and replacement of the neck seal and the wrist 
seal. Seals with diff erent materials, structures and functions are used depending on 
the purpose and style of the dive so that the stress caused by equipment can be 
further reduced.

No customization required
With basic specifi cations

+

Accustomed to the neoprene
neck wrist

+

Seek for easy replacement
of silicone

+

I want a sealing system that 
is as cheap as possible

+

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Features  Please refer to P32

※ DUI zip seal system does not require tools to replace the seal, but does require soapy water.

NECK STANDARD NECK OPTION ① NECK OPTION ③ NECK OPTION ②

WRIST STANDARD WRIST OPTION ① WRIST OPTION ③ WRIST OPTION ②

NECK

WRIST
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DUI Neck Zip Seal GI (Silicone)

Can be stored with seal removed. Prevent 
degradation

Better fi t and more durable than latex

Cheaper than DUI wrist zip seal
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DUI Neck Zip Seal Gl
 (Latex)

DUI Wrist Zip Seal 
(Latex)

※ We recommend that you bring a spare 
DUI zip seal

Directly attached Latex seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Material
DUI zip seal type (latex)
CORDURA330D / PVC coating
Neoprene seal type
CORDURA330D / PVC coating

Material

CORDURA330D/PVC coating

※ Stock only.

Melco dot sheet is applied to both 
knees and hips which are easy to 
rub

Neoprene cover  with mesh 
drain holes protects neck and 
enhances heat retention.

Refl ectors are attached to 
both wrist to improve visibility.

Neoprene cover  with mesh 
drain holes protects neck and 
enhances heat retention
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 ［XDD-1960（SHELL）］
TECH SHELL AQUA

Fabric drysuit that can be worn by yourself
"CORDURA330D" with excellent abrasion resistance is used for the outer material, and a proprietary 
material laminated with PVC is used for the lining. We adopt cross chest zipper structure which is 
removable. Double protection of flexible plastic waterproof zip “YKK Aqua Seal” and vislon zipper 
enhances zipper protection. In addition, the knee and hip parts that are easy to rub are double 
reinforced with cordura material, and large side pockets (three-chamber structure and D ring) are 
standard equipment to support hard diving scenes.

[KDD-2400 DUI zip seal type (latex)] [KDD-2410 directly attached neoprene seal type]
T4 SHELL HD

Strength and function to enjoy a diving trip with peace of mind
"CORDURA330D" with excellent abrasion resistance is used for the outer material, and a proprietary 
material laminated with PVC is used for the lining. The outer joint is reinforced with dot tape and the 
lining is reinforced with PVC tape. In addition, the fl exible plastic waterproof zip “YKK Aquaseal” is laid 
out in the 4th thoracic vertebra (T4) position, which is hardly subjected to diving stress, so that the 
freedom of the upper body can be signifi cantly increased. The neck and wrist seals are equipped with 
the "DUI Zip Seal System GI (Latex)" that can be replaced without using any tools, so that the risk of 
breaking the seal and stopping the dive trip can be avoided.

Features  Please refer to P32

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Radial boots

YKK Aqua seal

YKK Aqua seal

Palm fi t exhaust valve

Palm fi t exhaust valve

DUI wrist Zip Seal GI
(Silicone)

Neoprene socks

Foot valve

DUI Neck Zip Seal GI 
(Silicone)

Wrist valve Wrist valve

Foot valve

DUI Wrist Zip Seal GI (Silicone)

Neoprene socks

SI-TECH ORUST 
Neck system (silicon)

SI-TECH SLÄGGÖ Flex Ring 
(Silicone)

Neoprene Neck seal

Neoprene wrist seal

SizeSize

XS, S, M, ML, MLB, L,  LB,  
XL, XXL
※ Please check the size chart from P64 or QR 
code at the bottom of this page
※ This product is available in custom size 
order. 3 to 5 weeks for delivery

XS, S, M, ML, MLB, L, XL, XXL
※ LB size is sold out
※ Please check the size chart from P64 or QR 
code at the bottom of this page
※ This product is available in custom size 
order. 3 to 5 weeks for delivery

Wearing instoruction Wearing instoruction

You can see
a movie of how 
to put on and
put off  from
the QR code
on the left.

You can see
a movie of how 
to put on and
put off  from
the QR code
on the left.

DUI Neck Zip Seal GI
(Silicone)
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Wrist valve

Wrist valve

FX
C [DGR]
D [SMBK]
E [EGR]

Mark 130

130[SV]

SV GD

4D Pads

Sholder protector

wrist seal water cut processing

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

YKK Pro seal

YKK Pro seal

※ The wrist valve can be moved to the right 
side or removed.
※ Please note that initial marks cannot be 
printed due to the characteristics of the 
material.

※ The wrist valve can be moved to the right 
side or removed.

C
2

E
2

D
2, 4 or 5

FX
C [SLV]
D [SMWT]
E [RED]

Back Zip Front Zip

Material

CROCO DRY FZ GRD/FD(2mm)

CROCO DRY BZ GRD/FD(2mm)

Custom size available

Material

USRD/NP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

※ Please note that initial marks cannot be 
printed due to the characteristics of the 
material.

※ Due to the characteristics of the material, the 
places where the initial mark can be printed are 
limited.
Please check the order sheet for details

130[GD]

GRD (Croco pattern embossing)
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［XDD-5500］
SHIELDMAX DRY

Full spec model that continues to be loved by professional divers
It is a full spec model that has been loved by professional divers for many years. The 
base fabric is "Ultra Soft Radial", which has excellent durability, water repellency, high 
elasticity, and fi nished in a classic design that will not get tired.

[XDD-5600]
CROCO DRY FZ/BZ

MOBBY'S Highest durability materials and craftsmanship
Uses GRD (Grip Radial) / FD (Faindex), a material that compresses radially coated 3.5 mm neoprene rubber to about
2mm. "GRD'' with radial coating boasts the highest durability among the materials developed by MOBBY'S, and in general, 
the panels to be sewn are glued  with the hand-applied technology of craftsmen, Prevents material deterioration due to 
seawater immersed in the needle hole through the sewing thread. Compressed material with high rubber density, as well 
as high durability realized by material and technology, has a small change in buoyancy, so that the weight can be reduced.

Features  Please refer to P32

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Radial boots

Palm fi t inlet valve

DUI neck Zip Seal GI (Silicone)

Foot valve

Foot valve

YKK Aqua seal

YKK Aqua seal

SHIELDMAX DRY Original Color

wrist seal water cut processing

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Palm fi t exhaust valve

SMBK SMWT SMSV

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator

Wrist Exhaust Valve

Soft boots

Soft boots

Wrist Exhaust Valve
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DUI リストジップシールへ
の
変更（シリコン）

Material

FD/FD(4.5mm)

Custom size available

Mark（Left thigh）

WT BK

B
6

Mark 282（Chest）

B [WHT]
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[XDD-5900]
N.S.T. DRY (Non Stitch Technology DRY)

The stitchless dry suit with color choices
N.S.T.DRY does not sew the panel with needle and thread, so there is no risk of 
submergence due to the decrease in heat retention due to the needle hole and the 
penetration of the needle hole. Also, there is no need to worry about the yarn fraying 
due to aging. You can also select a color that was not possible with a conventional 
radial-based non-stitch dry suit, and you can now choose from 8 colors.

2-way stretch jersey that expands and contracts 
vertically and horizontally on the front and back 
fabrics
Both the front and back fabrics use a 2-way 
stretch jersey that expands and contracts in two 
directions, vertical and horizontal. The knees are 
fitted with "Texion Pads" that protect against 
rubbing without hindering movement.

Optional selection
of neck zip seals
that can be replaced 
without tools.
An option is available for DUI silicone neck 
zip seal system, which can be easily replaced 
without tools.

Texion pads

Soft boots

Wrist Exhaust Valve

Radial boots

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

YKK Aqua seal

Palm fi t inlet valve

Foot valve

Wrist valve

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

SI-TECH ORUST Neck 
system (silicon)

SI-TECH SLÄGGÖ Flex Ring 
(Silicone)

WT

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator

NEW
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FX
A [WHT]
B [SLV]
C [CGR]
D [PUR]
Stitch [IBL]

Mark 220

220[RD]

RD SV

A
2 or 3

B
2 or 3

Mark（Thigh）

SLV

A
2 or 3

C
2 or 3

B
2 or 3

C
2, 3 or BLK

D
2 or 3

stitch
1

※ If USRD is selected, there is no whale mark on the left waist due to the characteristics of the 
fabric

Material

USRD/NP(4.5mm)

FX/NP(4.5mm)

LY/FD(4.5mm)

FX/SP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

Material

FX/NP(4.5mm)

LY/FD(4.5mm)

FX/SP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

FX
A [NVY]
B [RED]
C [WHT]
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［XDD-5700]
SLASH DRY II

Enjoy the structure and color selection that can be worn by yourself
The biggest feature is the "telescope structure" that enables detachment by one 
person. The front zip adopts a lightweight and fl exible plastic waterproof zip "YKK 
Aqua Seal '' that can be easily opened and closed, and if you extend the fold of the 
waist, you can aff ord a length and you can smoothly attach and detach without the 
help of a buddy . In addition, it is recommended for divers who want a fashionable 
dry suit because they can select the color of upper and bottoms respectively.

[XDD-6500]
T4-MOVER DRY

Increased freedom of upper body and lighter weight
The lightweight and flexible plastic waterproof zip “YKK Aquaseal” is laid out in a 
position where stress is hardly applied when diving. The fl exibility of the upper body 
has been greatly increased compared to general dry suits, and the weight has been 
further reduced. In addition, the strength has been improved by reinforcing the 
shoulders and both sides, which may rub against the BCD strap and weight belt.

Texion pads Texion pads

4D Pads 4D Pads

Soft boots Soft boots

Wrist Exhaust Valve Wrist Exhaust Valve

Features  Please refer to P32 Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34 Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots Radial boots

YKK Aqua seal YKK Aqua seal

Palm fi t exhaust valve Palm fi t exhaust valve

Foot valve Foot valve

Wrist valve Wrist valve

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28 Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator Color Simulator
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FX
A [CGR]
B [RED]
C [SLV]

Mark 270（Chest）

Retrorefl ection SV patch

A
2 or 3

B
2 or 3

FX
A [BLK]
B [WRD]
C [WHT]
D [DDBK]

SEA ROSA DRY Original Color

250[BK]

DOWH DOBK

Texion pads

A
2 or 3

C
2 or 3

B
2 or 3

※ It is no longer a long boot style.

※ It is no longer a long boot style, and the 
texion pad is attached

YKK Aqua seal

YKK Aqua seal

C
2 or 3

251[WT]

D
2, 3, 4 or 7

Mark 250

BK WT

Mark 251

BK

WT

Material

FX/NP(4.5mm)

LY/FD(4.5mm)

FX/SP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

Material

FX/NP(4.5mm)

LY/FD(4.5mm)

FX/SP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

※ The model wearing suit is aqua seal type.

※ The model wear suit is soft boots type.
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［XDD-9200]
SEA ROSA DRY

Front design for elegant women's divers
Model for women's divers with a small dot pattern on the chest panel. 2 patterns to 
choose from── Both white dots on a black base panel and black dots on a white 
base panel create a refined front. The thigh line and the standard long boots-like 
design make the legs look long, so you can enjoy stylish dressing. The radial material 
also has a thermal insulation eff ect.

[XDD-6600]
AQUANAUT DRY

Design to match men's divers of all ages
The orthodox design is a model that matches men's divers of all ages. A highly visible 
retroreflective patch on the chest and a casual embossed logo on the thigh are 
accented. Abrasion-resistant jerseys are used on the shoulder, below-knee, hip and 
calf panels to increase durability.

Features  Please refer to P32

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Radial boots

Palm fi t inlet valve Palm fi t exhaust valve

Foot valve Foot valve

Wrist valve

Wrist valve

YKK Pro sealYKK Pro seal

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Sholder protector

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28 Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator Color Simulator

Mark 110（Chest）

BK RD

BL SV

NEW

Texion pads

4D Pads

4D Pads

Soft bootsSoft boots

Wrist Exhaust Valve

Wrist Exhaust Valve
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LY
A [NVY]
B [ORG]
C [MDSE]

Mark（Left thigh）

WT

A
2 or 3

C
2, 3, 4 or 8

B
2 or 3

Material

FX/NP(4.5mm)

LY/FD(4.5mm)

FX/SP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

The glass holder on the chest is 
standard installation
※ Sunglasses are not included

SHE'S VISTA DRY Original 

MDSE MDST MDDT

D
RY

SU
IT

S 
 W

O
M

EN

[XDD-9300]
SHE'S VISTA DRY

A bold design with a sense of fun
A dry suit for women who likes mode style that has a bold layout of sharp V-shaped 
panels. In 2020, we have prepared a new pattern "MDSE" that expresses "VISTA" with 
beach photo prints. It is a playful design, such as attaching a “glass holder” to the 
chest where you can put on sunglasses and glasses removed on the slope.

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Palm fi t exhaust valve

Foot valve

Wrist valve

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

YKK Pro seal

YKK Aqua seal

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator

D
RYSU

ITS  W
O

M
EN

LY
A [MNT]
B [CZNV]
C [AQM]
D [CRS]
Stitch [CGR]

A
2, 3 or 9

B
2, 3, 4 or 9

C
2, 3 or 9

D
2, 3 or 9

Stitch
1 

Material

FX/NP(4.5mm)

LY/FD(4.5mm)

FX/SP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

[XDD-9100]
QUEEN CRUISE DRY

Designs that match women of all ages
It is a model that matches women of all ages, with a selection of calm "ASH colors" 
and classic border patterns. The bust, waist, and hips are sharpened and fi nished with 
a beautiful body line.

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Palm fi t exhaust valve

Foot valve

Wrist valve

YKK Pro seal

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

YKK Aqua seal

192[BLU]

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator

DUI neck Zip Seal GI 
(Silicone)

Mark M192

BLUBLK

Mark（Left thigh）

WHT

WTNEW

Texion pads

4D Pads

Soft boots

Wrist Exhaust Valve

Texion pads

4D Pads

Soft boots

Wrist Exhaust Valve

NEW
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FX
A [IBL]
B [IDMO]
C [WHT]

A
2

B
2 or 10

C
2

Material

FX/SP(4.5mm)

Custom size available

131[WT]

D
RYSU

ITS  U
N

ISEXD
RY

SU
IT

S 
 U

N
IS

EX

［XDD-3600]
ALTO DRY

Combination of popular 4 pattern designs × 19 colors of body panels
It is a model that can be combined with a standard panel layout by selecting standard 
MOBBY'S pattern designs. By combining 4 popular patterns and
19 panel colors, you can design your original drysuit.

ALTO DRY Original Color

GGRY IDMO

PXMF CMPK

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator

NEW Mark131

BK WT

FX
A [BLK]
B [SLV]
C [YEL]
D [ORG]
E [YEL]

Mark（Chest）

GR 

PU pads

A
2

C
2

B
2

FX
A [FPK]
B [SLV]
C [PPK]
D [NVY]
E [FPK]

Mark 550

BK

RD

BL

GR

E
2

D
2

Material

FX/FD(4.5mm)

Custom size available

※ The initial mark can be printed only to the back panel.
Please check the order sheet for details

[XDD-3500]
DISCOVERY DRY

Ensuring reliable basic performance with a playful design
A drysuit that has a certain basic performance and is asymmetrically designed 
(asymmetric). Despite its simple design, the panel can be selected from 19 colors. You 
can also choose the tape color around the zipper.

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Palm fi t exhaust valve

Foot valve

Wrist valve

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

550 [ GR]

550 [ BK]

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator

Wrist Exhaust Valve

Texion pads

4D Pads

Soft boots

Wrist Exhaust Valve

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Palm fi t inlet valve

Foot valve

Wrist valve

YKK Pro seal

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

YKK Aqua seal
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A [CGR]
B [PBL]
C [SLV]
stitch [PBL]

NEO DRY EM Original Color

EMSQ

A
6 or 11

C
6 or 11

B
6 or 11

stitch
6

Mark（Chest）

GRY

Material

FD/FD(4.5mm)

Custom size available

※ The initial mark can be printed only to the back panel.
Please check the order sheet for details

PU pads

D
RYSU

ITS  U
N

ISEXD
RY

SU
IT

S 
 U

N
IS

EX

［XDD-0500］
NEO DRY EM

Reasonable model with a wide selection of colors
This is the most reasonable model in the dry suit lineup offered by MOBBY'S. The 
colors of A, B and C color panels (see below) can be selected from 8 colors + EMSQ.

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Palm fi t exhaust valve

Foot valve

Wrist valve

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Color panel  Please refer to following QR code or P28

Color Simulator

Wrist Exhaust Valve

A
EMSQ

C
8

B
8

stitch
8

Mark（Chest）

GRY

Material

FD/FD(3.5mm)

Custom size available

※ The initial mark can be printed only to the back panel.
Please check the order sheet for details

［XDD-0100］
NEO DRY

A quality value entry-level neoprene dry suit. 
 The perfect combination of features, performance and Price in a quality
aff ordable neoprene drysuits.Duratex reinforced at shoulders, knees and buttocks.

Features  Please refer to P32

Options  Please refer to P32 ～ P34

Radial boots

Palm fi t exhaust valve

Foot valve

Wrist valve

Neoprene seal
（Neck・Wrist）

Color panel  Please refer to P28

Neoprene socks

Large cargo pocket
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ATI FLEXAIR FUSION
A stretch material shirt (UPF50 +) that protects 
the skin from sunburn.
Excellent mobility and quick drying, brushed 
lining and warmth.
Ideal for dry suit innerwear and snorkeling, it can 
be used all year round.
※ Please be forewarned when sold out as it will be 
limited to stock.

Made of a 1mm thick neoprene rubber 
bonded with a nylon 2WAY stretch jersey 
and hollow fi ber brushed jersey. The hollow-
fiber brushed jersey which touch the skin 
is made of lightweight polyester with high 
thermal storage. It dries quickly, and if you 
turn it over after the dive, you can wear it 
smoothly for the second dive. Considered 
to be worn as the innerwear of a wetsuit, it 
was fi nished with fl at sewing. It can be used 
alone in tropical areas where the water 
temperature is high. Available in two styles: 
topper and long pants.

Men 
（cm） M L XL

height 165-170 170-175 175-180
chest 84-92 90-98 96-104
belly 72-80 78-83 86-96
hip 89-93 93-97 98-105

（cm） M L XL

height 163-172 171-178 172-180
chest 84-91 89-96 94-102
belly 68-75 72-81 77-87
hip 84-91 89-96 94-102
inseam 66-72 69-75 72-79

Men Women
（cm） S M

height 147-155 154-162
chest 74-79 77-84
belly 54-62 58-66
hip 78-82 82-90
inseam 59-63 62-67

［AG-7510］ 
Material：ATI FLEX
Color：BLK
Size：M、L、XL

［AG-7610］ 
Material : Nylon /
1mm Neoprene rubber /
Hollow fi ber brushed jersey
Color：BLK
Size：M、L、XL

MEN'S ATI FLEX 
L/S SHIRTS

MEN'S AIR FUSION 
LS TAPPER

［AG-7520］
Material：ATI FLEX
Color：BLK
Size：L、XL

［AG-7640］
Material : Nylon /
1mm Neoprene rubber /
Hollow fi ber brushed jersey
Color：BLK
Size：M、L、XL

MEN'S ATI FLEX 
S/S SHIRTS

MEN'S AIR FUSION 
LONG PANTS

［AG-7540］
Material：ATI FLEX
Color：BLK
Size：M、XL

［AG-7710］
Material : Nylon /
1mm Neoprene rubber /
Hollow fi ber brushed jersey
Color：BLK
Size：S、M

■ AIR FUSION cross section

AIR FUSION hollow fiber brushed jersey (skin side)

Nylon 2 WAY stretch jersey (surface)

Independent 
foam 
neoprene 
rubber

MEN'S ATI FLEX 
LONG TIGHTS

WOMEN'S AIR FUSION 
LS TAPPER

［AG-7530］ 
Material：ATI FLEX
Color：BLK
Size：M、XL

［AG-7740］ 
Material : Nylon /
1mm Neoprene rubber /
Hollow fi ber brushed jersey
Color：BLK
Size：S、M

MEN'S ATI FLEX 
SHORTS

WOMEN'S AIR FUSION 
LONG PANTS

Women 
（cm） S M

height 155-160 160-165
chest 83 85
belly 64 66
hip 91 93

［AG-7410］
Material：ATI FLEX
Color：BLK
Size：S，M

WOMEN'S ATI FLEX 
L/S SHIRTS

［AG-7440］ 
Material：ATI FLEX
Color：BLK
Size：S，M

WOMEN'S 
ATI FLEX 
LONG TIGHTS

［DA-1320］
Material: 1mm Synthetic leather neoprene
Color : Black
Size (hand circumference) :
XXS(17cm)、XS(19cm)、S(21cm)、M(23cm)、L(25cm)、XL(27cm)
※ Available in late March

A.C.T. GLOVE

It is a three season glove proposed 
by MOBBY'S. The joints have slits to 
make it easier to move your fingers. 
In addition, considering underwater 
photography, the right hand can expose 
the thumb and forefinger, and the left 
hand reinforces the fingertip, making 
it hard to be damaged even if you grab 
rocks. The light gray color in the palm of 
the hand makes it easier to check hand 
signals. Short wrists make it easier to 
see the dive computer underwater. The 
2020 model has improved materials to 
make it easier for the fingers to bend 
and stretch.

［DA-2610］ 
Material : 3.5mm neoprene
Color : Black
Size：23cm～ 28cm

A.C.T. BOOTS LIGHT

Full foot fi ns with barefoot feeling!
Adopting a durable stretch jersey that is easy to move 
and easy to fi n kick on the instep. The other parts use 
fast-drying skin material. High elastic rubber coating is 
applied to the outer panel joint to strengthen the joint 
part. In addition, the sole is reinforced with rubber, 
making it less slippery and easier to walk.

［DA-1150］
Material : 2.5mm neoprene
Color : Black
Size (hand circumference) :
XS(19cm)、S(21cm)、M(23cm)、L(25cm)

ZOOM UP GLOVE Neoprene gloves with high stretch jersey on 
the entire surface for easy fi nger movement. 
Panel joints are rubber coated to increase 
strength. Wear-resistant jersey on thumb, 
forefinger and middle fingertips for extra 
durability. The palm with a “whale tail” 
-patterned gripper keeps it from slipping 
even when wet. Easy to put on and take 
off  with our original wrist fl ap. This glove is 
recommended for underwater photography 
in winter.

RENEWAL

NEW
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［AG-5010］ 
Material : 2mm Neoprene (Ventiprene) 
Color：ROSE PINK, YELLOW, POWDER BLUE, BLUE, BLACK GREY, SKIN BLACK
Size：S、M、L、XL  (XL is blue and black gray only)

［AG-5011］
Material : 2mm Neoprene (Skin) 
Color：Skin black
Size：S、M、L、XL

AIR SHELTER BREATHABLE 
AIR SHELTER SKIN

The boat coat made of lightweight, hard to get humid and breathable “Neoprene that 
breathes” is fi nished in “just the right size” to be worn over wetsuits and swimwear. 
Because the original logo and name can be printed, it is also recommended as 
teamware (Chargable option).
※ Air shelter skin (skin black) does not have moisture permeability
※ The original logo and name cannot be printed to the Air shelter skin (skin black).

Size（cm） S M L XL

Upper chest 100 108 116 124
Neck to wrist 72 78 84 90
Body length 64 70 76 82

BLACK GREY SKIN BLACK

［DA-5830］
Material : 2mm Neoprene
Color：ASH NAVY, POWDER BLUE, ROSE PINK, YELLOW, BLUE, BLACK, PINK
Size：S（head circumference 52-53cm）M（head circumference 54-56cm）L（head circumference 57-59cm）
※S Size is ASH NAVY, POWDER BLUE, ROSE PINK, YELLOW,  only

BEANIE MOBBY'S beanie is now a standard product for those 
who feel oppression and difficulty in hearing the 
standard food. Unisex design that extends the range of 
coordination regardless of gender. It is easy to get rid 
of, and also keeps the hair from spreading in the water, 
preventing scalp sunburn in summer. It is a neoprene 
rubber material, but the outer material is ribbed and 
looks and feels like a knit. The ears are made of mesh 
material and do not interfere with hearing. In response 
to customer requests this term, we added S size to 
some colors.

BLUE NEW

BLUE NEW

ROSE PINK NEW YELLOW NEW POWDER BLUE NEW

ASH NAVY

BLACK

NEWPOWDER BLUE NEWROSE PINK NEWYELLOW

［BG-9940］ 
Material : Polyester
Color：Black、Blue
Size：56 × 42 × 14（cm）

WATER PROOF 
BAG

The waterproof bag is a convenient item 
that can be used not only to carry things 
you do not want to get wet, but also to 
store wet things together. The lightweight 
polyester bag is the right size for towels, 
swimwear and small items. You can carry 
it easily like a backpack and fold it up 
compactly when not in use. The opening 
structure has been devised to make it 
easier to put things in and out.
※ Please be forewarned when sold out as it will be 
limited to stock.

Blue

Black

［BG-9800］ 
Material : 2mm Neoprene
Color：Black
Size：25 × 20（cm）

SACOCHE BAG Made of mesh skin material. Pursued ease of use with 
a simple and sporty design. Some wet is OK because it 
is a skin material used for wet suits. ACraftsmen hand-
craft each one at the Ishinomaki factory, so it may take 
some time for delivery depending on the stock status.

PINK ※L Size Only

NEW
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DRY HOOD(FX/NP)［XDA-4120］
DRY HOOD(FX/SP)［XDA-4110］ 
DRY HOOD(USRD/NP)［XDA-5410］ 
DRY HOOD(HP/RT)［XDA-5310］ 

DRY HOOD ZIP

DRY HOOD ZIP(FX/NP)［XDA-4320］ 
DRY HOOD ZIP(FX/SP)［XDA-4310］ 

DRY HOOD Flexible dry hood is recommended for wet season. A skin face seal that fi ts perfectly 
on the face keeps water out. Furthermore, Mobby's origignal exhaust system (S.E.V.) is 
adopted, which reliably discharges the air inside the hood and does not allow ingress 
of water from outside. The material of the neck is also stretchy and easy to wear, 
reducing the tightness of the neck. The zipper is useful for women with long hair.

Color：Order
Size：Ready-made or Order（Free of charge）
Material：
FX/NP(5mm)
FX/SP(3.5mm)
USRD/NP(5mm)
HP/RT(5mm)
※USRD/NP、HP/RT Black only

［XDA-5000］ 
Color：Black
Size：Ready-made or Order（Free of charge）
Material：HP/RT(5mm)

ICE HOOD

The best food for ice diving. 
The face seal covers the face 
widely, and the lining uses 
a skin material that adheres 
to the skin to minimize 
inundation.

S.E.V. (Soft exhaust valve)
This is Mobby7s special function, which does not allow 
water to enter while discharging air from the hood. 
Standard on all dry and ice foods.(Utility model)

DRY HOOD, ICE HOOD Ready-made Sizes（cm）

adopted, which reliably discharges the air inside the hood and does not allow ingress 
of water from outside. The material of the neck is also stretchy and easy to wear, 
reducing the tightness of the neck. The zipper is useful for women with long hair.

Color panel
Please refer to P02

DRY HOOD
A
FX/NP 2
FX/SP 2
[CGR]

B
FX/NP 2 , PXBO or PXDT
FX/SP 2 , PXBO or PXDT
[RED]

DRY HOOD ZIP
A
FX/NP 2
FX/SP 2
[WRD]

Options Mask  Holder 
※ LY/NP, LY/FD, USRD/NP only

Eye Shade
※ Expect for HR/RT

DRY HOOD DRY HOOD ZIP

DRY HOOD
＋ Eye Shade

USRD/NP HP/RT

［DA-3100］ 
Material：FX/SP(3.5mm)
Color：Black
Size：Ready-made only

NEO HOOD JERSEY

Simple & basic food. 
Stretch jersey is used.

［XDA-3560］
Material：SS/SS(5mm)
Color：Black
Size：Ready-made or Order（free of charge）

NEO HOOD SKIN

Adopt smooth skin on 
both sides. It has better 
water tightness than 
jersey material and can 
be used in cold area.

NEO HOOD JERSY，SKIN
Ready made Sizes（cm）

［XOA-4310］ 
Material：FX/SP(3.5mm)
Color：Order
Size：Size Ordered Products（Free of charge）

HOOD VEST OD

Warmth improves when worn under a wetsuit. When the 
water temperature is lower than expected, it can respond to 
unexpected changes in conditions and is a must-have item 
regardless of the season. Color order is possible, so you can 
coordinate to suit. Available in custom size order.

［XOA-4300］
Material：SP/SP(3.5mm)
Color：Black
Size：Men M、ML、L、XL
　　   Women S、MS、M、L

HOOD VEST NZ

Option 
+ Side Velcro

Warmth improves when worn under a wetsuit. Because it 
uses a highly stretchable material, it is easy to put on and 
take off  without a zipper, and there is no hassle of zips and 
Velcro. Ready-made size only.

Men's Size(cm) M ML L XL

Height 165 170 175 180
Upper chest 90 92 94 96
Chest 86.5 88.5 90.5 92.5
Waist 74 76 78 80

Color panel
Please refer to P02

A
2
[IBL]

Stitch
1
[YEL]

Women's Size
(cm) S MS M L

Height 150 155 160 165
Chest 80 81 83 85
Waist 62 63 64 66S MS M ML L XL XXL

Head 54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58 58-59 59-60 60-61
Neck 29-31 31-33 33-35 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-42

S MS M ML L XL XXL

Head 54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58 58-59 59-60 60-61
Neck 29-31 31-33 33-35 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-42

RENEWAL
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［AAG-6110］
［AAG-6140］
Material：TORAY KARUISHI（Polyester）
Color：Black
Size：XXS、XS、S、M、L、XL

COMFORT AERO It is an inner for exclusive use of dry suits developed with the hope that 
many divers can enjoy diving comfortably. Toray's "KARUISHI" is used for 
the entire tops and bottoms. Thick brushed high heat retention and heat 
insulation confine heat and feel smooth. This is very confortable. The 
outer fabric is a material that is resistant to rubbing with the back fabric of 
the dry suit. The left arm has a pocket for storing valuables such as locker 
keys, and the elastic band attached to the bottom hem is designed to 
prevent the hem from turning up when wearing a dry suit.

Ready made
size chart（cm）
USA SIZE WMN-XXS WMN-XS WMN-S USA/S USA/M USA-ML USA/L USA/XL
JAPAN SIZE XXS XS S M L XL XLB XXL
Height 155 160 165 170 175 180 180 185
Upper Chest 79 80 90 92 94 98 104 122
Waist 65 67 74 76 78 81 98 116
Crotch to Ankle 63 65 68 70 73 75 75 78

［AAG-6400］
Color：Black
Size：XXS、XS、S、M、MB、L、LB、XL、XXL

Material：
Surdace：30D nylon
Insulation foam：PRIMALOFT SPORTS 133g、NEEDLED 100g
Lining：body fl eece, limbs 30D nylon

COMFORT PRIME

Inner for fabric dry. Adopted "PRIMALOFT" insulation 
developed for the US military, which requires rigorous training, 
and combines warmth, lightness, strong water repellency, 
and ultra-fast drying. It incorporates detailed considerations 
in pursuit of usability, such as a ventilator for both upper arms 
(easy to exhaust dead air in the inner) and a feet code (to 
prevent the hem from rolling up). Even neoprene dry can be 
worn by adjusting the fi tting.

［XDA-4900］ 
Material：FX/SP(3.5mm)
Color：Black
Size：Size Ordered Products（Free）

SHELL DRY HOOD

The latex neck seal that comes standard with the Shell Dry is a special 
hood that is recommended for divers who are concerned about cold 
protection due to its thinness, and that keeps the heat around the neck.

Cross section image
Air pockets are formed by special brushing of fi ne and soft polyester. 
Keeps heat in and keeps it warm and feels smooth.

protection due to its thinness, and that keeps the heat around the neck.protection due to its thinness, and that keeps the heat around the neck.

［OA-0670］ 
Material：300D Cordura Nylon
Color：Black
Size：Free

SHELL DRY GAITER

When wearing a shell dry, it keeps a safe 
and stable posture by attaching it under 
the knee where air tends to accumulate 
and float. The Velcro & buckle adjust 
function allows you to securely attach to 
any leg size.

When wearing a shell dry, it keeps a safe 
and stable posture by attaching it under 
the knee where air tends to accumulate 
and float. The Velcro & buckle adjust 
function allows you to securely attach to 

Ready made
size chart  (cm） S MS M ML L XL XXL

Head 54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58 58-59 59-60 60-61
Neck 29-31 31-33 33-35 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-42

Ready made
size chart  (cm)

USA SIZE WMN-
XXS

WMN-
XS

WMN-
S S S+ M M+ L XL

JAPAN SIZE XXS XS S M MB L LB XL XXL
Height 155 160 165 170 170 175 175 180 185
Upper Chest 79 80 88 92 97 94 99 98 102
Waist 65 67 72 76 91 78 93 81 84
Hips 87 88 94 90 95 92 97 94 96
Crotch to Ankle 63 65 68 70 70 73 73 75 78

Conventional organization

 Surface yarn (First layer)
 Back yarn (Second layer)
 Brushed yarn
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［DA-6030］

［DA-6020］ 

［DA-6010］ 

Color：black
Size：Free

ANKLE WEIGHT SET Ankle weight set with 2 weight covers and 4pcs 250g shot weights. The weight can be 
put in and out of your pocket and you can use your favorite weight from 250g or 500g. 
Weights distributed between the two pockets fi t the foot securely. In case of damage or 
loss, it is possible to purchase a single item from one weight (250g).

Contents: Weight cover x 2, Shot weight 250g x 4
Peel off the velcro and insert the attached 
shot weight into your pocket.

［DA-5000］ 
Material：Nylon Oxford
Color：Black
Weight：1kg

SHOT WEIGHT(1kg)

Soft weight with no corner contact. Packed with 1kg 
lead grains in durable nylon.

［OA-0640］ 
Material：Neoprene、Nylon
Color：Black
Size：Free

NECK BELT

Enhances the water tightness of the neck 
of the neoprene dry suit. The simple 
structure of the double-sided jersey 
makes it easy to install and has excellent 
durability. The bulge is applied to the 
behind the neck to reduce the risk of 
flooding. Names can be entered in the 
margins of the logo to help prevent loss.

［OA-0660］
Material：Neoprene
Color：Black
Size：Free

WRIST & 
ANKLE BELT

［SP-0010］ 
Color：Black、Blue

R2 WETSUITS HANGER The foldable hanger is a convenient accessory that can be set by entering the suit from the 
neck in the folded state. There is no need to open the zip and the durability is outstanding. 
Adopts a concave air vent structure that allows air to pass, further speeding the drying of 
the suit.

［OA-0900］ 
Material：Neoprene
Color：Random

RING HANGER

The gloves and boots can be 
dried with the opening facing 
downward, so that the water 
drains and dries quickly.

［OA-0940］ LONG
［OA-0941］ SHORT

DESICCANT

For drying, deodorizing, and 
preventing shape loss. Absorbs 
the unpleasant smell of sweat 
and the outer fabric is treated to 
prevent bacterial growth. After 
use, it is a playback type that can 
be dried and used repeatedly.

［OA-0111］ 
［OA-0112］ 

AROMA WET 

Wash wetsuit with one push 
wash and rinse. It also works as 
a softener and has deodorant 
and aroma effects. There are 
two types, a "milky type" that 
emphasizes flexibility and a 
slight fragrance, and a "clear 
type" that emphasizes cleaning 
and deodorization. Both types 
can refresh the wet 20 times 
with one!

［OA-1840］
Material：Neoprene
Color：Black

SEAT COVER

Cover for car seats made 
of neoprene material. 
Even if you get on a wet 
swimsuit, wet suit, or dry 
suit, it will not wet the 
car seat. Easy to wear 
simply by hanging on 
the headrest. It can be 
stored compactly with the 
attached belt.

［BG-9310］
Material：210D Nylon / Lining PVC
Color：Black

DRY SUITS BAG Fold bulky dry suit compactly and make 
carrying of suit comfortable to diving 
point. The inner mesh structure keeps the 
suit from getting humid and can be used 
as a shoulder bag with a longer strap. After 
moving, take out the dry suit immediately 
and do not leave the suit folded for a long 
time.

ANKLE WEIGHT (250g)

ANKLE WEIGHT COVER (1PC)

Improves the water tightness 
of the neoprene dry suit wrist 
and ankle.
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Thin［DA-8003］ 
Color：Black
Thick［DA-8004］ 
Color：White

INNER SOLE

Inner sole with antibacterial and deodorant function, adjusting the fi tting 
of boots with thin and thick. Two types are available: thin (black) and thick 
(white). For those who purchase dry suit, we attach it free of charge.

［DA-8005］ 
Size：22 ～ 28cm

SAFETY SOLE

An inner sole that prevents stepping out of dangerous materials. Stepping 
resistance test = JIST8101: 2006, strength of 2290N ( ≒ 230kg) or more has 
been proven at disaster sites. Comfortable with soft coating.

［OA-0004］ ［OA-0050］ 

［OA-0300］ ［OA-0006］ 

ZIPPER WAXZIP TECH

UV PROTECTANTTALCUM POWDER

Dry suit wax pen type
Improves water tightness and 
improves slider sliding.

When storing a dry suit, apply it to the 
neck or wrist seal made of latex to prevent 
the latex from sticking together. Also, 
when wearing a wetsuit, sprinkle it on the 
inner skin material to make it easier to put 
on and take off .

This is a maintenance product exclusively 
for YKK's plastic waterproof zip “AQUA 
SEAL”. Apply regularly to prevent a drop in 
waterproofness.
※ Please refer to the attached manual when using

Spraying protects drysuit latex necks and 
latex wrists from UV degradation.

LATEX SEAL REPAIR KIT
Latex seal repair kit (repair material for latex directly attached to fabric dry)
[OA-0710] Full complete set
Contents: neck, wrist, socks, bond, brush, sandpaper
List size: small (diameter 26cm), large (diameter 30cm)
Socks size: S (21-23cm), M (24-26cm), L (27-29cm)
[OA-0730] Semi-complete set
Contents: neck, wrist, bond, brush, sandpaper
[OA-0740] Neck seal set
Contents: neck, bond, brush, sandpaper
[OA-0750] Wrist seal set 
Contents: list, bond, brush, sandpaper
[OA-0760] Socks set
Contents: socks, bond, brush, sandpaper
[OA-0780] Bond kit 
Contents: Bond, brush

NEOPRENE SUIT 
REPAIR KIT

[OA-0005] Skin gripper (tube type) 
Contents: Glue for repairing neoprene suit

Repair material for wet and dry suits made of neoprene. 
If you purchase a neoprene dry suit, we attach it free of 
charge.

SHELL DRY SPARE PARTS

Spare parts that can be replaced on the spot if the seal is broken during a dive trip.

LATEX SEAL REPAIR KIT
Semi-complete set

[OA-0380] DUI Neck Zip Seal GI (Latex) 
[OA-0390] DUI wrist zip seal (latex) one side
[OA-0381] DUI Neck Zip Seal GI (Silicone) 
[OA-0391] DUI wrist zip seal (silicon) one side 
[OA-0360] SI-TECH Silicon neck seal (NECK Tite)
Neck circumference: 38.4cm or less (small) / 38.4cm or more (large)
[OA-0370] SI-TECH Silicon Wrist Seal One Side (Quick Cuff ) 
Wrist circumference: 16.9cm or less (small) / 16.9cm or more (large)
[OA-0362] SI-TECH Silicon Neck Seal (Orust Neck System) 
[OA-0372] SI-TECH Silicon Wrist Seal One (SLÄGGÖ  Flex Ring)

［MP-0010］ 

Color：BLK、WHT、BLU、PNK
Size：105×202×10（mm）
Material：TPU

mpac+Dive
［MP-0020］ 

Color：BLK、WHT
Size：117×210×10（mm）
Material：PVC

mpac+Snorkel

A smartphone case that allows you to operate the screen up to a depth of 
about 30 m and shoot underwater. Water and dust protection at a depth 
of 200 m has achieved the highest IP68 rating. In addition to installing a 
fi lter that allows you to see the screen in natural colors even in deep fi elds, 
the design that fl oats in the water and the hand strap prevent sinking, so 
you can use your smartphone comfortably and safely while diving.
※ Please be forewarned when sold out as it will be limited to stock.

Waterproof smartphone case for underwater photography by snorkeling. 
The waterproof and dustproof performance has acquired the highest 
level of IP68, enabling waterproofi ng up to a depth of 10 m and screen 
operation at a depth of 5 m. The design that fl oats in the water and the 
hand strap prevents sinking when you release your hand, making it 
suitable for use in water sports such as snorkeling, canoeing, SUP and 
baths, and measures against sand at the seaside.
※ Not compatible with diving water depth.
※ Please be forewarned when sold out as it will be limited to stock.

NEW

NEW

NEW
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MOBBY’S LLC
16192 Coastal Highway,Lewes, DE 19958 USA
www.mobbys-usa.com

MOBBY'S CANADA  (Paci� c Scuba Industries Inc.)

31519 Southern Dr.Abbotsford, British Columbia 
Canada
King Park Unit A-11 33733 King Road
Abbotsford, British Columbia
Canada V2S 7M9

MOBBY’S KOREA  (Hyper Inc.)

131-53, Docheok-ro, Gonjiam-eup, Gwangju-si, 
Gyeonggi-do, Korea, 12812
www.mobbys.net

MOBBY’S TAIWAN  (Durban Dive Corporation.)

3F, No.620, Sec.5, Zhongshan N. Rd, Shilin Dist, 
11141 Taipei City, Taiwan
www.facebook.com/MOBBYSTAIWAN

MOBBY’S HK & CHINA (Scuba System International(Hong 
Kong) Ltd.)

Unit K, 6/F, Superluck Industrial Centre Phase 2, 
57 Sha Tsui Road, Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong, China
www.facebook.com/MobbysChinaHongKong

MOBBY'S THAILAND  (Dive Potato Co.,Ltd.)

141 Prasertmanukit Rd., Jorakaebua, 
Ladprao, Bangkok, 10230 Thailand
www.divepotato.com

©Jett Britnell

AMBASSADORS

MOBBY'S has networked with 

domestic and international top 

divers to develop the world's most 

advanced products.

They are also evangelists who try 

out the ideas they have proposed 

and communicate their results.

MOBBY'S color simulator 
has been renewed to make it 
easier to use.
Enjoy easy color selection on 
your smartphone, tablet device or PC.

Jett Britnell
A 30-year photojournalism veteran 
with 57 magazine covers to his 
credit. He is presently serving a 
two-year term as Regional Director 
BC/Yukon in The Explorers Club’s　
Canadian Chapter. In December 
2015, he was named "122 Inspiring 
Shooters  You Should Know" 
in Scuba Diver Ocean Planet 
Magazine’s special underwater 
photography issue.
https://www.instagram.com/jett_
britnell/　
https://www.jettbritnell.com/

Kathryn Britnell
A card carrying member of the 
British Columbia Association 
of Travel Writers, she is also a 
former Travel Editor for Dive News 
Network. She has outstanding 
expertise in insurance and risk 
management in  expedit ion, 
ecotourism and marine operations 
a n d  h a s  d e c a d e s  o f  w o r k 
experience. Her rich knowledge 
and achievements have been 
recognized by three prestigious 
exploration societies,  saying 
among her explorer circles that 
“Holy Trifecta!”, and A.J.Lawless 
said, "Her soul was too deep to 
explore by those who always swam 
in the shallow end."
https://www.instagram.com/
thirdageexped/

Yasuaki Kagii
Born in Hyogo in Japan. Underwater 
photographer, SSI dive control 
specialist. Improve the underwater 
photography skills while working as 
a diving guide in Australia, Izu and 
Maldives. The shooting range is wide, 
from plankton to whale, and since 
the disaster of "3.11", he has been 
recording the sea of Iwate. He has 
appeared in many Japanese media 
and has published many photo 
books. Awarded the 2003 New 
Photography Award of the Japan 
Photography Association. In 2013 
and 2015, he received the Nikkei 
National Geographic Excellence 
Award.
http://kagii.jp/
https://www.facebook.com/

Deokho Song
A free diving instructor with a 
teaching license of AA, AIDA, SNSI, 
PADI, and CMAS, and who is active 
in South korea. Since 2013, he has 
been wearing a wetsuit exclusively 
for MOBBY'S free diving, and is 
focusing on promoting free diving 
in Southeast Asia. Currently located 
in the northern part of South korea, 
Goseong-ri, Gyeonggi-do, the 
center of activity is the K-26, the 
deepest freediving pool in Asia 
with a depth of 26 m.
https://www.instagram.com/
kunkhan_/
｢K-26」
http://en.k-26.com/price/

Color simulator
mobbys-color.com 

NEW

MEN'S（cm）
USA SIZE XXS XS S S+ M M+ M++ L L+
JAPAN SIZE - - ML MLB L LB - XL -
Height 160.0 165.0 170.0 170.0 175.0 175.0 175.0 180.0 180.0
Girth of Neck 30.0 33.0 36.0 38.5 37.0 39.5 40.5 39.0 40.5
Upper Chest 88.0 90.0 92.0 97.0 94.0 99.0 104.0 98.0 104.0
Waist 72.0 74.0 76.0 91.0 78.0 93.0 98.0 81.0 98.0
Hipps 88.0 89.0 90.0 95.0 92.0 97.0 102.0 94.0 102.0
Crotch to Ankle 65.0 68.0 70.0 70.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 75.0 75.0
Boots (JP/US/EU) 25/6/39 26/7/40 27/8/41 28/9/42.5 28/9/42.5 29/10/44 29/10/44 29/10/44 30/11/45

MOBBY'S DRYSUITS SIZE CHART

MEN'S（inch）
USA SIZE XXS XS S S+ M M+ M++ L L+
JAPAN SIZE - - ML MLB L LB - XL -
Height 5'2"-5'4" 5'4"-5'6" 5'6"-5'8" 5'6"-5'8" 5'8"-6'0" 5'8"-6'0" 5'8"-6'0" 6'0"-6'2" 6'0"-6'2"
Girth of Neck 11 7/8 13 14 1/8 15 1/8 14 5/8 15 5/8 16 15 3/8 16
Upper Chest 30 1/2-33 1/2 33/36 34/37 37/40 36/39 38/41 40/43 37/40 40/43
Waist 25/29 27/31 28/32 34/37 29/33 35/38 37/40 30/34 37/40
Hipps 33 1/2-36 1/2 36/39 34/37 36/39 35/38 37/40 39/42 36/39 39/42
Crotch to Ankle 25 1/2 26 1/2 27 27 28 28 28 29 29
Boots (JP/US/EU) 25/6/39 26/7/40 27/8/41 28/9/42.5 28/9/42.5 29/10/44 29/10/44 29/10/44 30/11/45

MEN'S（cm）
USA SIZE L++ XL XL+ XL++ XXL XXL+
JAPAN SIZE - - XXL - 3XL 4XL
Height 180.0 185.0 185.0 185.0 190.0 190.0
Girth of Neck 43.0 41.0 43.0 44.0 43.0 44.0
Upper Chest 112.0 102.0 112.0 122.0 110.0 120.0
Waist 106.0 84.0 106.0 116.0 92.0 102.0
Hipps 109.0 96.0 109.0 119.0 103.0 113.0
Crotch to Ankle 75.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 80.0 80.0
Boots (JP/US/EU) 30/11/45 30/11/45 31/12/46.5 31/12/46.5 31/12/46.5 32/13/48

MEN'S（inch）
USA SIZE L++ XL XL+ XL++ XXL XXL+
JAPAN SIZE - - XXL - 3XL 4XL
Height 6'0"-6'2" 6'1"-6'3" 6'1"-6'3" 6'1"-6'3" 6'2"-6'4" 6'2"-6'4"
Girth of Neck 17 16 1/8 17 17 3/8 17 17 3/8
Upper Chest 43/46 39/42 43/46 47/50 41/45 46/49
Waist 40/43 32/36 40/43 44/47 35/39 39/43
Hipps 42/45 37/40 42/45 46/49 39/42 43/46
Crotch to Ankle 29 30 30 30 31 31
Boots (JP/US/EU) 30/11/45 30/11/45 31/12/46.5 31/12/46.5 31/12/46.5 32/13/48

WOMEN'S（cm）
USA SIZE XXS-WMN XS-WMN S-WMN M-WMN L-WMN XL-WMN XXL-WMN
JAPAN SIZE XS S M - - - -
Height 155.0 160.0 165.0 170.0 175.0 180.0 185.0
Girth of Neck 29.0 30.0 33.0 37.5 38.5 39.5 40.5
Upper Chest 79.0 80.0 88.0 92.0 96.0 100.0 104.0
Waist 65.0 67.0 72.0 87.0 91.0 95.0 99.0
Hipps 87.0 88.0 94.0 97.0 101.0 105.0 109.0
Crotch to Ankle 63.0 65.0 68.0 70.0 73.0 75.0 78.0
Boots (JP/US/EU) 24/5/37.5 25/6/39 26/7/40 27/8/41 28/9/42.5 29/10/44 30/11/45

WOMEN'S（inch）
USA SIZE XXS-WMN XS-WMN S-WMN M-WMN L-WMN XL-WMN XXL-WMN
JAPAN SIZE XS S M - - - -
Height 5'0"-5'2" 5'2"-5'4" 5'4"-5'6" 5'6"-5'8" 5'8"-6'0" 6'0"-6'2" 6'1"-6'3"
Girth of Neck 11 3/8 11 3/4 13 14 3/4 15 1/8 15 5/8 16
Upper Chest 31 1/8 31 1/2 34 5/8 36 1/4 37 3/4 39 3/8 41
Waist 25 5/8 26 3/8 28 3/8 34 1/4 35 7/8 37 3/8 39
Hipps 34 1/4 34 5/8 37 38 1/4 39 3/4 41 3/8 43
Crotch to Ankle 24 3/4 25 3/4 26 7/8 27 5/8 28 3/4 29 1/2 30 3/4
Boots (JP/US/EU) 24/5/37.5 25/6/39 26/7/40 27/8/41 28/9/42.5 29/10/44 30/11/45
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